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A Word With The Editor

The future. Unknown and unpredictable,

the future can cause worries for us all. But

for vocational agriculture students, the future

holds even more questions. Should I stay in

farming? In agribusiness? Should I go to

college? Where will I be ten years from now,

and what will I be doing? Planning for future

paths can be an exciting, but unnerving

experience.

This issue is filled with stories about the

future: what it may bring, how to set your

goals for it, and how to insure that your

future is the one you choose—not one you'll

end up in. "Top Answers to Tough Ques-

tions," beginning on page 24, is an in-depth

look at many of the questions you may have

already faced regarding careers and college

options. And our "Farm Strategies" story,

starting on page 1 1 , may prove helpful as you
plan for the 1984 farm growing season.

Perhaps the most exciting area of agri-

culture these days is the area of farm com-
puters. What once was considered "futuristic,"

is now a bonafide farm management tool,

helping farmers and Future Farmers alike by
providing information fast and analyzing

data for better farm management. Like it or

not, the computer will play a big part in your
future in agriculture. That's why we're pre-

senting a 1 3-page "Computers in Agriculture"

special section in this issue, beginning on
page 27.

Even if you leave agriculture entirely,

computers will almost certainly be a part of

your life. They are changing the way we do
things, and this will continue to an even

greater degree in the future. Fact is, at all job

levels, higher skills will be required in just

about every line of work. We are becoming
more involved in an electronic age—and you
need to be prepared to meet this challenge.

Those who are ready to meet this challenge

have insured a bright future for themselves.

WiliOH Gawi.
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Scott Robinson, left, and brother Kevin, of Eskridge, Kansas, fire up their home farm's

microcomputer to analyze farm management data. Scott and Kevin have a family custom

harvesting business with their father Hal. Read about them on page 14. You'll also see

Kevin on page 28, part of this issue's special section on computers in agriculture.
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Awarded Monthly

Draw Me
You may win one of five $1,495.00

Art Scholarships or any one of fifty

$10.00 cash prizes.

Make your drawing any size except
like a tracing. Use pencil. Every qualified

entrant receives a free professional

estimate of his or her drawing.
Scholarship winners will receive

Fundamentals of Art taught by Art

Instruction Schools, one of America's
leading home study art schools. Our
objective is to find prospective
students who appear to be properly

motivated and have an appreciation
and liking for art.

Your entry will be judged in the
month received. Prizes awarded for

best drawings of various subjects
received from qualified entrants age
14 and over. One $25 cash award for

the best drawing from entrants age 12

and 13. No drawings can be returned.

Our students and professional artists

not eligible. Contest winners will be
notified. Send your entry today.

MAIL THIS COUPON TO ENTER CONTEST

ART INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS
Studio 4F-3540

500 South Fourth Street

Minneapolis. Minnesota 55415

Please enter my drawing in your
monthly contest.

Name

(PLEASE PRINT)

Occupation

Address

City

Age

Apl

Counly

State

Zip

Telephone Number
© 1984 Art Inslruclion Schools
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COMPUTERIZED ORDERING of

items from the National FFA Supply
Service is helping to speed processing

of banquet supplies and other items.

FFA members and advisors can help

make the new system more efficient by
including your chapter's "number"

—

found in the upper left portion of your
chapter roster—on supply service

orders and all remittances. Make a

note of this for the next time you
order, and remember: order early to

beat the big "banquet-season" rush.

HESSTON'S ANNUAL "SALUTE to

Agriculture" essay contest named a

winner at the 1983 National FFA
Convention. Kevin Ochsner, a Larimer
County FFA member from Fort

Collins, Colorado, earned top honors
with his winning salute: "The
American Farmer, a quiet and unsung
hero, has weathered droughts and
floods, withstood embargoes and price

freezes, and endured high interest rates

and low commodity prices. Though a

monument has never been erected to

recognize this fact, the American
Farmer exhibits the ingenuity of a

military genius, the heroism of a

NASA astronaut, and the dedication

of the cancer research scientist. For it

is this individual who, through the

years, has stabilized our economy by
creating millions of jobs, offsetting

trade deficits, and above all has placed

food on the plates of millions."

FFA NATIONAL FOUNDATION
reports new support through the

following sponsor contributions:

Economics Laboratory, Inc.;

American Beauty Macaroni Company;
American Morgan Horse Institute

Inc.; Chore-Time Equipment, Inc.;

The Paul Ecke Poinsettia Ranch;
Gerber Baby Foods Fund; National

Oats Company, Inc.; Tandy
Corporation; and Yamaha Motor
Corporation.

THE 1983-84 NATIONAL officer

team, after spending two weeks
preparing schedules and going through
training sessions at the National FFA
Center in December, is now gearing up
for a busy springtime. The officers will

travel to Japan for a glimpse of

international agricultural methods
before returning home later this month
for a tour of their own country

—

meeting with agribusinesses and FFA
supporters during the annual U.S.

national officer tour. Then it's on to

speaking engagements at FFA
banquets across the nation.

NATIONAL FFA ALUMNI
Association has a new president and a

new record: Illinois state FFA official

Eldon Witt, who succeeds Ken Seering
as president, reports an all-time high
national alumni membership of 25,403
members for 1983.

THE REVOLVING DOORS of the

FFA Work Experience Abroad
program never seem to stop. Fifteen

FFA members, including one student

in Panama, returned home in

December from 3- and 6-month
experiences on farms and
agribusinesses overseas. One student

returned from a European farm in

January, while four more began their

experience abroad. Applications are

coming in early for the WEA June,

1984 program; if interested, send in

your application by the March 1, 1984,

deadline.

SO MANY GOOD THINGS
happened as a result of the first

national SOE (Supervised

Occupational Experience) workshop
held in 1982, that the FFA plans to

hold a follow-up meeting. Under the

direction of program specialist Bob
Seefeldt, the sequel SOE workshop
will be held July 22-27, 1984, in

Washington, D.C. with state

supervisors, teacher educators and
agricultural teachers in attendance.

The goal: to make SOE programs
more meaningful to vocational

agriculture programs.

YOU'VE PROBABLY HEARD what
a good experience it is from friends

who attended; now it's your chance.

FFA members interested in learning

about citizenship and leadership

through the Washington Conference

Program should send applications to

the National FFA Center by June 1,

1984. Eight week-long sessions will run

June 1 1 through August 1 1 at a cost of

$295 per member per session. Former
National FFA Officers Mark Herndon
and Jeff Kirby will lead the conference

staff this year. You can find out more
from a special WCP brochure that will

be mailed to your chapter soon.

TRIVIA EXPERTS: DO YOU
KNOW what FFA chapter had the

most members in 1983? Give up? A
check into the FFA's membership
listings came up with the following list

of the five largest chapters:

1. W.B. Saul Chapter, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania - 688 members
2. Denmark Chapter, Denmark,
Wisconsin - 463 members
3. Lowndes Chapter, Valdosta,

Georgia - 400 members
4. Colquitt County Chapter, Moultrie,

Georgia - 398 members
5. Buchannan Jr. High Chapter,

Tampa, Florida - 365 members

The NationalFUTURE FARMER
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You set out to learn a skill.

snd up with a kind
ide you didn't know was

possible. You're Navy-trained

and now you know how it

feels to be one of the best.

The Navy Adventure
starts with a choice of over

sixty career fields including

advanced communications,
micro-electronics, aviation,

even nuclear power.

You choose . You train

.

Then, on-the-job experience

turns what you've learned

into a skill you can call your
own. But more than that,

you've learned to take charge
and lead. To motivate people

to work together like a team.
You start out earning

over $550 a month plus

housing, food, and special pay
for sea duty. And as your
skill and experience grow so

does the pay. But the biggest

benefit is something money
can't buy.

One day you feel yourself

standing a little taller,

straighter. You're proud of

who you are, of what you ca"

do, of being one of the best.

And it feels great.

It's a part of the Navy
Adventure you'll remember
for the rest of your life. Call

toll-free, 800-327-NAVY Find

out more about it.

Navy. It's NotJustAJob, It'sAnAdventure.



Mite,
Tupelo, Oklahoma

I just finished reading your article

"One Man's Tribute" in the December-
January issue. 1 was so proud of this

article because I live in the district that

Congressman Watkins represents.

We had the privilege a couple of years

ago to have Mr. Watkins be the guest

speaker at the local Stonewall FFA
Chapter meeting. He did a fantastic job.

I would love for him to appear at a

future national convention. I know the

young men and women who attend this

convention would thoroughly enj oy this

fine man speaking to them. He knows
what young people are all about.

Mrs. Kenneth Former

Epsom, New Hampshire
I would like to tell you that the article

"Keeping Vo-Ag Out Of The Dusty
Corner" (October-November, 1983) was
very interesting. We have started a citrus

sale and we have written to three papers

for public support. The article was quite

helpful. Thanks for a great magazine.

Mike Agostino

Ames, Iowa
I am writing to commend you on your

article by Shirley Jones in the Decem-
ber-January issue. The article entitled

"Teaching Vocational Agriculture" was
well written and contained very good
information. As a freshman at Iowa
State Univeristy majoring in agricultural

education, I'd like to add a little advice

of my own. Mr. Butcher said "Students

who want to teach ag should make every

effort to take as much vocational agri-

culture as they can." I feel that he left out

one important thing. Not only should

you take the vo-ag classes, but you
should also be as active in FFA activities

as possible. What better way to teach

than from firsthand experience?

Tom Cooley

Grass Valley, California

I'm writing this letter in response to

the recent item in "Facts For Action,"

"Dead at Seventeen." All I can say is I

sure hope this article touches homes and
hearts everywhere. It made its mark at

our Nevada Union Chapter when we
recently lost a young man in an auto

accident. Our chapter grieved for days. I

hope this article points out that dying

isn't fun and it hurts so many. Thanks
for printing "Dead At Seventeen." You
may have saved many.

Carla Harms

Honkakoski, Finland

I am writing in response to the FFA's

Work Experience Abroad program
which I am presently participating in.

I'm confused as to why a youth organi-

zation with such a wide scope and large

enrollment as ours cannot produce more
members who are willing to spend time

working and living in a foreign country.

Yes, maybe the cost is a deterrent for

many, but the lessons to be learned are

priceless. Besides having gained agri-

cultural experience, I also have a new
perspective on the world, my own
country and myself.

With agriculture being in the state it is

today, we can't afford to underestimate
our foreign markets. This program has

helped me to realize that American
agriculture does not stop at our borders

but continues overseas and touches the

lives of millions.

The personal benefits from WEA are

many and unlimited, often undescribable.

The knowledge I've gained during these

six months will continue to help me
throughout my life.

Lee Bialozynski

Send letters or notes with name, address

and chapter to: MAILBAG, The Na-
tional FUTURE FARMER, P.O. Box
15160, Alexandria, VA 22309. All letters

are subject to editing.

How doyou improve
America's favorite lockblade?

VERY CAREFULLY!
Buck's better-than-ever Folding Hunter and Ranger
may not look dramatically different, but we have made some
very significant improvements you'll appreciate. Like the

slightly rounded edges on the handles for a better feel.

And a better edge on the blade-one of the easiest to

sharpen, and it stays that way. Actually, since we created

the first folding lockblade hunting knife 20 years ago, the

overall appearance hasn't changed that much-it's been an
evolution of changes and modifications that keep making it

better. No wonder so many others have tried to copy it. No
wonder they can 't! You have to handle these new knives to

fully appreciate them, so visit your nearest Buck dealer,

and look for the name BUCK on the knife. If it doesn't say

Buck, it's not a Buck knife!

BUCK
KNIVES

RANGER
MODEL 112

Famous for holding an edge

Write for tree booklet KNIFE KNOW-HOW
Dept. NF-284, P.O. Box 1267. El Cajon, CA 92022

To keep your new
Buck knife looking its best

and to protect it from corrosion,

we enclose a complimentary foil sample
of Flitz^-it's more than a polish!

February-March, 1984



NOW! Get in on the

PROFITS inYTV

SMALL

ENGINE

REPAIR!
Work part time, full time-

right at home-we help

you every step of the way.

No doubt about It... as a small engine pro, you can cash in

on the huge demand lor qualified men in one of America's

fastest growing industries. You'll be able to command top

hourly rates of from $10.00 to $15.00 per hour-and that's

just for labor. A simple tune-up earns as much as $17.50 for

less than an hours work, and parts, engines and accessories

will add even more to the profits

Plenty of business waiting for qualified men.

65,000,000 Small Engines Are In Use Today!

That's the official count from the Engine Service Assn..

and one-million new engines are being built each month.

With fully accredited Foley-Belsaw training, you can soon

have the skills and knowledge to make top money ser-

vicing these engines People will seek you out and pay

you well to service their lawnmowers. tillers, edgers.

power rakes, garden tractors, chain saws, minibikes,

snowmobiles, generators, go-carts, paint sprayers,

snowblowers . the list is almost endless

Professional Tools and Equipment, PLUS 4 H.P. Engine

ALL YOURS TO KEEP. . . All at No Extra Cost.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
You don't need to be a born mechanic' or have any prior

experience You can master this profitable trade right at home
in your sparetime. Lessons are fully illustrated... so clear you

can't go wrong, and with our famous 'learn-by-doing' method

you get practical hands-on' experience. We also show you

how to get business, what to charge, where to get supplies

wholesale all the inside tricks of the trade you need to

assure success right from the start.

Send for FREE Facts -Do It TODAY!

NO Obligation—NO Salesman Calls!
You risk nothing by accepting this offer to see how
easily you can learn the skills you need to increase

your income in a high-profit business of your own.

Just fill in and mail coupon below (or send postcard

with name and address) to receive full information

bv return mail.

RUSH COUPON TODAY
Foley-Belsaw Institute

50427 Field Building

Kansas City. Mo. 64111

FREE
BOOKLET!
Send lor your

copy today!

"l
i

frHtl;l"iy

FOLEY-BELSAW INSTITUTE
50427 FIELD BUILDING
KANSAS CITY. MO. 64111

YES, please send me the FREE booklet that gives

full details about starting my own business in Small

Engine Repair. I understand there is Mo Obligation and

that No Salesman will call on me

J
ADDRESS

1

1 CITY.

1

1

1
|STATF ZIP

1
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LookingAhead
A GNATTY PROBLEM: an
estimated $30 million in potential U.S.
exports of livestock and semen for

artificial insemination are lost each
year due to gnat bites on farm
animals. USDA scientists say the

losses occur when the gnats bite sheep
and cattle, transmitting a viral disease

called bluetongue. Researchers are

having trouble battling the elusive

disease because an infected cow or

sheep may show no clinical symptoms.
Bluetongue becomes obvious, and a
deadly serious disease, when affected

animals lose their offspring through
spontaneous abortions, stillbirths and
birth defects.

DON'T MISS the national celebration

on Agriculture Day, set for March 20,

1984. First observed in 1973, National
Agriculture Day is an annual
celebration officially recognized by
Congress, the President and most
governors. Under the slogan

"Agriculture: America's Hearbeat," the

day is set aside as a time to explain

and salute the achievements of the

working men and women of

agriculture in America. Agriculture

Week, March 16-22, is an expanded
opportunity in many cities and towns
to increase public understanding of the

vital place agriculture holds in our
economy.

TUBES? SIDEWAY SILOS?
Whatever they're called, plastic feed

bags are starting to appear more
frequently on livestock farms across

the country as an alternative to

conventional silo storage. According
to a University of Illinois extension

dairy specialist, the thick plastic tubes

can accomodate 80 to 100 tons of wet
forage, and storage costs of $5 to $7 a

ton compare favorably to the cost per

ton of conventional silos. An on-going
study by Pennsylvania State University

shows storing silage in plastic bags
could result in a higher quality

livestock feed than hay. The method is

especially suited to small or part-time

farmers because of lower energy,

equipment and labor costs. One catch:

plastic feed bags cannot be re-used and
must be protected from punctures.

GOOD NEWS ABOUT farm safety:

the National Safety Council's recently

published Accident Facts, 1983

Edition says the death rate per 100,000

farm and ranch residents was 58.7 in

1982, the lowest since 1961 when a

major change was made in defining a

farm. Some 3,300 farm and ranch

residents lost their lives in accidents in

1982, while an estimated 300,000

residents suffered disabling injuries.

ILLEGAL FOREIGN workers make
up a significant part of the U.S. hired

farm labor force, according to a recent

issue of USDA'S FARMLINE
magazine. Comprehensive statistics on
their numbers are not available, but

officials monitor the flow of illegal

aliens by the number of arrests made
each year by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service. In 1982 more
than 100,000 illegal aliens working in

agricultural occupations were
apprehended.

FARMING IS NO LONGER the

principal occupation of rural residents,

according to USDA. Recent statistics

on farm families indicate that in eight

of the last ten years, off-farm income
has been greater than net farm income
for these families. Off-farm income
was twice as high as net farm income
in 1981, with net farm income
declining for a second year after

reaching a high of $ 1
1
,002 per

operator family in 1979.

THE ASIAN CONNECTION: a

record high 32.5 percent of all ag

exports are now shipped to markets in

Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, China,

Russia and the middle east. In 1981,

U.S. farmers shipped a record-high

$14.2 billion of agricultural products

to the continent. U.S. agricultural

officials have long been aware of the

tremendous market potential in these

countries, but only in recent years have

they seen those markets become
reality. For example, thanks to

incredible economic growth, Japan
purchased $6.7 billion worth of

American farm goods in 1981. Future

market growth seems inevitable: six of

every ten persons living on the earth

are found in Asia, and China alone

has a population of more than one
billion, a fourth of the world total.

ABOUT HALF OF AMERICA'S
farmlands are farmed by someone
other than the owner, according to

USDA statistics. "Absentee

ownership," as it is referred to, has

increased from one-third in 1954 to

about one-half today, and the trend

seems to still be rising. Problem is, this

movement may have a poor effect on
soil and water conservation. "Soil

conservation treatment on rented land

lags behind that of owner-operated

land, and soil erosion rates are higher

as a result," says Bud Mekelburg,

president of the National Association

of Conservation Districts. He says it's

because conservation investments are

long-term in nature, and often pay

back little to the farm operator in the

short term.

The NationalFUTURE FARMER
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"BeforeIknew it,myriggot sideways on the iceandturnedover, and

this oneleppycalfwho'dhadaboutenough oftruckin'took off. So thereI was in myLevi's'Jacket,

wetsnow freezin'myLevi'sjeans to sheetmetal; butIfiguredIwas a darn sight warmer than that calf.

To this day, Idon'tknow wherehe thoughthe wasgoin'because you'dhave to be

a featherhead-ora cowboy-to be outin weatherlike that"

Weve SeenA Lot Of Seasons Since 1850.

Levi's

QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE



ROY ROGERS: Motion Picture and Television Star; Founder of the Sons
of the Pioneers; Hunter and Gun Collector;

Life Member of the National Rifle Association

"I don't believe in doing a commercial or letting someone
use my name unless I really believe in it from the heart. Well, I can

truly say I'm proud to be associated with the NRA.
"I've hunted and collected guns all my life. We were very poor

when I was growing up in Ohio, so as a boy I'd hunt small game for food.
That's when I first learned to appreciate guns and the outdoors.

"Hunting is the best way I know for families to be together and
have fun. I'd urge anybody who has kids to join and support the NRA.

Without the NRA, hunting would not be the
popular and safe sport it is today." I'm the NRA.

The NRA Hunter's • - of Ethics emphasizes safety, good sportsmanship
and wildlife conservation. It is an a: sential part of the training materials that the NRA provides to hunter

safety instructors in all fifty states. If you would like to join the NRA and want more information
about our programs and benefits, write Harlon Carter, Executive Vice President,

P.O. Box 37484, Dept. RR-26, Washington, D.C. 20013.
Paid for by the members of the National Rifle Association of America.



Farm Strategies For 1984
Farming success this year will require more marketing

and production skills than ever before. Our team of ag

experts have mapped out a winning game plan that

should make 1984 a profitable year for you and your

supervised occupational experience program.

When you come right down to it, the

fine art of farming is like a sport.

To win, you follow a solid game plan,

play your best players and most impor-

tant, stick to a certain strategy in order

to come out ahead in the end.

The 1983 growing season demanded
it: faced with tough decisions from the

very beginning with USDA's Payment-
In-Kind program, farmers faced an end-

less series of choices and strategies to

"PIK" from. For many, the summer
drought stretched their farm game plan

to the limit.

Now it's 1984, and with the new year

comes new challenges and different rules

to play by. In general, a stronger eco-

nomy and a lighter carryover of stocks,

due to the PIK program, should make
this year a good year for many farmers.

To help you plan for this year's

winning game plan, we've come up with

some farm strategy of our own. Top ag

experts, utilizing experience and analyses,

offer the following supply and price

outlook for several commodities which
FFA members are most likely to be

involved in this year. Of course, we
know predictions, especially in agricul-

ture, should be taken with a grain of salt.

No matter how accurate the prediction

or how helpful the advice, success comes
down to one thing: efficient, smart
management practices in your SOE
program. It's the one thing all the

experts agree on.

So take a look at this farm strategy

section for 1984. Then cut it out and
post it near the record keeping file or the

floppy discs. It may help you win big this

year.

Hogs

U.S. pork production during 1983

was about 6 percent above a year earlier,

but still 5 percent below 1981, a peak

production year. Feeding was unprofit-

able for almost every month in 1 983,

resulting in a reduction in the breeding

herd. Main reason: weak prices. Barrow

and gilt prices likely averaged $47 per

cwt, down 15 percent from a year

earlier.
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Because of continued high feed costs

and weak prices, producers have likely

reduced breeding inventory and farrowed

fewer sows these past two months. These
reductions will begin to show on the

price board soon, probably averaging

$45 to $49 in the second quarter of the

year.

The time to be ready for will be the

second half of the year, when hog prices

may average $50 to $56 per cwt, com-
pared to $43 to $44 in 1 983. Lower pork
(as low as 6 to 8 percent below 1 983) and
beef production will be the cause, along

with improving personal incomes as the

economy continues to grow.

Soybeans

The season-average U.S. farm price

will likely reach $8.50 to $9.50 per

bushel this year, up from last year's

$5.57 per bushel. This is a result of the 3

1

percent drop in U.S. soybean production

last year. Even with beginning stocks of

387 million bushels, total supplies are

still forecast at 1 .9 billion bushels, down
23 percent from last year.

U.S. soybean acreage could range

between 70 and 73 million acres in 1 984,

causing production to exceed 2.2 billion

bushels.

Photo Courtesy USDA

World soybean stocks at the end of

1984 are expected to be about 9.4

million tons, a. drop of about 7.8 million

from a year earlier.

High prices will reduce use. The soy-

bean "crush," for processed beans, is

forecast at 975 million bushels, a decline

of 12 percent from last year. Soybean
exports are projected to decline

20 percent.

Factors to watch out for in this year's

price pattern: how tightly farmers hold

their 1983 harvest, the pace of exports

and livestock slaughter, the corn price

pattern and most importantly, the 1984

production prospects.

Cotton

Reflecting a continued recovery in the

world economy and renewed demand
for textile products, world cotton con-

sumption in 1984 is projected at 69.3

million bales, an increase of nearly 2

million from last season. About 90 per-

cent of this increase is targeted in China,

the United States, the Soviet Union and
India.

Domestically, the U.S. cotton supply

for 1984 was expected down 17 percent

from a year earlier. But total use of U.S.

(Continued on next Page)



Farm Strategies
(Continuedfrom Page 11)

cotton is forecast up nearly a million

bales from last year, the increase coming
from both stronger exports and higher

mill use. Production difficulties in the

USSR and Pakistan have strengthened

exports, while growing incomes and
changing consumer tastes have boosted

mill use.

The outlook for U.S. cotton supply

for 1984/85 is expected to be more
abundant than the last two years. That,

coupled with sluggish export growth
may cause prices to stay more near the

ending year 1982 price of 68 cents a

pound, than the mid-November 1983

price of 89 cents a pound. Remember:
normally, prices decline somewhat
during harvest but then rise from
December through July. But studies

from past years indicate that prices may
fall following the harvest season.

Cattle

Despite record U.S. meat supplies, a

stronger economy has helped support

beef prices. Prices of choice fed steers at

Omaha likely averaged slightly below
$62.50 per cwt in 1983, the third con-

secutive year in which prices averaged in

the low $60's.

Beef production is expected to decline

3 to 4 percent in 1984. Cattle marketings

will decline moderately this spring, with

sharper decreases likely this summer. As
meat supplies decline, look for prices to

rise to the upper $60's this spring.

Possible further declines in supplies in

the second half of the year, coupled with

continued economic improvement,
should hold prices for fed steers between
the mid to upper-60's next summer and
fall.

Prices will likely decline modestly late

next fall, as meat supplies rise seasonally.

However, each 100,000-head increase in

dairy cow slaughter would raise beef

production 67 to 70 million pounds and
would have force livestock and poultry

prices down.

Dairy

In the United States, record milk

production and lower commercial dis-

appearance during 1983 weakened
prices and pushed USDA purchases to a

record 16 to 18 billion pounds. The
outlook for this year presents nearly the

same picture, but a new law, the "Dairy

and Tobacco Adjustment Act of 1983,"

sets the minimum support price of milk

at $12.60 per cwt until September 30,

1985.*

As a result, milk production is ex-

pected to drop substantially, while

commercial disappearance will likely

improve, leaving USDA purchases much
smaller in 1984. Most of the production

drop is expected to be caused by a

decline in cow numbers, but the timing

12

and extent of this decrease is uncertain

at this time.

(However, if on April 1, 1985, annual
purchases by the Commodity Credit

Corporation are projected to exceed the

equivalent of six billion pounds of milk,

the Secretary of Agriculture could reduce

the support price by 50 cents per cwt. An
additional 50-cent-per-cWt cut in the

support level could be made on July 1,

Due to PIK and drought, U.S. corn
production declined 50 percent last year.

1985, if annual purchases are projected

to exceed five billion pounds of milk.)

Poultry and Eggs

Poultry and egg producers can look

forward to lower feed costs and higher

product prices in the second half of 1 984

than in the first half. Feed costs should

go down in the second half of the year if

the outlook for the crop harvest is good.
Prices will likely be stronger in the

first half of the year, but costs will also

be up sharply. Specifically, broiler pro-

ducers will probably see sharply higher

feed costs throughout the next few
months. But with plentiful supplies of

red meats, broiler prices are not likely to

rise as much as the increase in costs.

Second quarter 1984 prices may average

48 to 52 cents per pound, up from 46
cents last year. Expect prices to peak in

the 51-55 cents per pound range some-
time in the third quarter.

The same cost-price squeeze which
may be experienced by broiler producers

may also affect turkey growers the same
way. But if supplies of red meats go
down in the second half of the year,

prices of young hen turkeys may average

66 to 69 cents per pound, up from the 60
to 64 cents this year

A supply decline last year helped keep
egg prices stronger than usual. With
smaller supplies expected in first half of

1984, egg prices may average 70 to 73

cents per dozen, up from the 67 cents per

dozen in 1983. If prices of competing
high protein foods increase, egg prices in

the second half of 1984 may average 76
to 78 cents per dozen.

Feed Grains

U.S. corn production declined about
50 percent from last year, because of
government programs and last summer's
drought. The poor U.S.'harvest was the

lowest in 15 years. It also was a major
factor in the world coarse grain output
last year, which was down 13 percent.

Even though record-high beginning
stocks cushioned the impact of the U.S.
drop in production, farm prices for corn
rose dramatically last year. The average
U.S. farm price for corn is forecast at

$3.40 to $3.80 per bushel for 1984, an
huge increase from 1982/83's price of
$2.65.

Sorghum and oat supplies were down
23 and 8 percent, respectively, from a
year earlier. Barley is the only feed grain

in greater supply this year. With corn
prices substantially higher prices for

sorghum, barley and oats will also

average well above a year earlier.

With a smaller crop and global use

expected to rise this year, countries will

be forced to dip into stocks. Corn prices

will likely remain firm, which could limit

use and stimulate consumption of other

grains and possibly wheat.

Wheat and Rice

U.S. production was down almost 15

percent for wheat and 33 percent for rice

last year. As a result, U.S. farm prices

are forecast up for both crops, because
government programs and bad weather
in rice areas reduced rice supplies and
will likely keep wheat stocks from rising.

The average price for U.S. wheat
hovered between $3.50 and $3.70 per

bushel in 1984, compared with $3.53 a

year earlier. For 1984/85, wheat prices

could fall because of higher production

and a 35-cent reduction in the loan rate

for the 1984 crop.

Farm Income

Unadjusted for inflation, net farm
income is forecast at $29 to $34 billion in

1984, up from 1983's estimated $22 to

$24 billion and approaching recent highs

of $32 billion in 1979 and $30 billion in

1981. Although net farm income is

forecast up, rising cash expenses could

cause net cash income to fall to $35 to

$39 billion, compared with the $42 to

$44 billion estimated in 1983.

The financial outlook for 1984 is

generally good in the farm sector. In-

terest rates are expected to equal those

for 1983, with perhaps some rise during

the latter part of the year. Because the

inflation rate is projected to remain
low—5 to 6 percent—real interest rates

will stay at record levels. Growth in farm
debt this year will continue to be slow

compared with the 1970's. Credit will be

available to the farm sector, although

qualifications for loans may be more
stringent. •••
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Justin has been America's mosttesp

maker for over 100 years. From father to son to

grandson, three generations of family management

have put their name on boots of only the very finest

quajity and craftsmanship. It's part of the tradition and

heritage ofAmerica's oldest family-run boot company.

Shown is Justin's new Chocolate Glazed Cow (style

#1949) with matching belt (#6l3C) . The bott is

available with a narrow-round J4'toe, a wide-rouh<iJ8

toe or a medium-round J12 toe, utility D heel and*

13" top with extra-deep scallop. See the entire line of

Justin boots at your favorite Justin dealer.



On The Robinson Road
Farming cross-country can be exciting, lonely and challenging. This family trio of custom operators

harvests thousands of acres of wheat and corn silage each year in the custom harvest business.

By Michael Wilson

. On the road again, Ijust can't wait to

get on the road again.. -a Willie Nelson song

Hal Robinson sizes up my question thoughtfully before

leaning in close over the kithen table, as if about to reveal

a secret. "When we go to cut silage, we cut silage," he says,

with a no-nonsense look all farmers save for special emphasis.

I knew immediately what he meant. I envisioned the 16-

Photos by Author

hour days, the endless trips to the grain elevator, the constant

rush of the harvest as it flows methodically into trucks and
grain bins across the midwest. Another grain harvest, flowing

into history.

Still, my imagination could not top the real-life experiences

of this family trio of custom harvesters from Eskridge,

Kansas. Hal, an experienced farmer, has two able-bodied

sons, Kevin and Scott, who travel with him across the

nation's midsection harvesting crops for midwestern farmers.

As it turned out, I was lucky to catch them home this

sunny, hot August day. They had just begun their busiest time

of the year—fall corn silage harvest.

"Last year I rolled the boys out of bed at 4:30 a.m.," smiles

Mr. Robinson, "and we sometimes don't get done until

midnight. We don't stop to eat lunch. You eat when you can."

"Between August and November we'll end up chopping

30,000 tons of corn and sargo silage," adds Kevin.

Kevin says the family's decision to begin a custom harvest

service back in 1 979 was a natural outlet from the home farm

crop and beef cattle operation. "It's helped us pay for the

cutter and we can cut our own feed too," he says. "That makes
it more cost-effective. When those machines are sitting idle, it

costs us five dollars a minute."

Above, left to right, Scott, Kevin and Hal Robinson of

Eskridge, Kansas. Left, the three Robinsons take a break to

discuss their next move.
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Indeed, the trio's work schedule leaves little room for

anything to sit idle. After their own crops are planted this

spring, the Robinsons will jump right into harvesting wheat
silage, beginning in May. "We started cutting wheat out in

western Kansas and we were out there for four weeks before

we went to Colorado for a week," says Kevin. "Then we went
to Lyon, Kansas, to cut alfalfa four days for a feedlot

company."
When they get a break, they harvest their own crops, which

will be used to feed the Robinsons' beef cattle at the home
crop and livestock farm. "Last year was the first year for us

chopping wheat, mainly because of the PIK program," says

Kevin. "We chopped over 2,000 acres of wheat silage between
May 3 and June 20. During this time I stayed home and did

the farming and caring for the cattle while Scott and Dad
chopped silage in Kansas and Colorado."
The Robinsons manage to do so much partially because

each member of the family is a capable, experienced

operator. "Anyone of us can run any piece of machinery,"
adds Mr. Robinson.

Kevin and Scott were both raised to believe in the value of

an honest day's work. The results have become obvious
through the two young men's FFA careers. Twenty-four-
year-old Kevin earned national FFA proficiency awards in

both crop production and diversified livestock production
before earning FFA's highest achievement, Star Farmer of
America, in 1982. Younger brother Scott, 19, earned national

honors this year in agricultural sales and /or service for his

efforts in the family custom harvest business.

Terry Fanning, Eskridge FFA advisor, says, "I think

Kevin and Scott have learned the value of the traditional

American work ethic, something that not everybody today
fully appreciates or works at. I think it comes down to family
tradition for them—an appreciation for getting out and
getting work done. I think it's been brought forward to them
by example from their father."

Mr. Fanning says he stopped in at the Robinson home one
wet spring day. "I figured I could catch 'em home that day
since it was raining," recalls Mr. Fanning. "I talked to their

mother, and she said 'The boys couldn't do anything so Kevin
loaded up some grain to take to the elevator, Scott was out
walking the beans and Hal was out fixing fence in the rain.'"

Adventures On The Road

When the family hits the road for a custom job, the team's
John Deere cutter is put on a trailer and pulled with one of
two grain trucks. The trio also pulls a service truck with an
attached house trailer for overnight jobs far from home.
"One day we left Missouri in the morning and pulled in at

home that evening," recalls Kevin. "The next morning we
pulled out of the yard and headed for Dighton, Kansas,
arriving there that evening. In two days we had hauled our
trucks and machinery 550 miles."

There have been some harrowing experiences, says Scott.

The family doesn't use silag'e wagons because of slow
turnaround between field and silo. But it's not always easy to

follow alongside the harvester with the grain truck—especially

when the corn or wheat field is first being opened up.

"We'd like to be able to go check out some of the jobs we
take on before-hand, but it's practically impossible," he says.

Then there's the danger of hidden objects in the field. "I've

had to dodge big boulders and 20-year-old pieces of machinery
in some fields," says Mr. Robinson.

"I started on a 40-acre field one year and I asked the

customer, 'Anything in that field?' He said no, of course. I

chopped the outside and started down through the middle as

fast as that cutter would run, turned around to see if the truck

was still behind me, looked back around again and right there

in front of me was an irrigation well," he recalls.

Right, a familiar sight wherever the Robinson trio goes. Says
Kevin: "You're always away from your home and friends . .

.

you're bound to get fatigued and lonesome."
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"You run into all kinds of deals."

To take some of the anxiety out of harvesting, the
Robinsons had a $3,200 metal detector installed on their

latest grain cutter. "It's expensive, but it can pay for itself in

saving costs of new knives," says Mr. Robinson. "One set of
knives can range between $400 and $900, and the cutter itself

costs over $100,000."

Both Kevin and Scott have enough experience on the road
to know there's both good and bad points to the business.

"You get to meet a lot of new people across the country," says
Scott. "You get to see a lot of country, new things, see ways
other people harvest and farm."

"The thing I really enjoy and what makes it all worthwhile
is sitting in that cutter and watching that 25-30 ton per acre
irrigated corn go through the cutter and pile up in the silage

trucks," says Kevin with a smile.

Weeks and weeks away from home can take its toll, both
physically and mentally, though. Kevin says one time the trio

took a job in a remote, isolated corner of Nebraska—40 miles

from the nearest town. "It was literally the only town in the

county," he recalls.

"Sometimes the days seem to get longer," he points out.

"You're always away from home and your friends for a long
period of time. You sit there in the cutter or truck for 12-15

hours, day after day by yourself, and you're bound to get

fatigued and lonesome."

Still, the brothers encourage others to get involved in a

custom harvesting work crew. "In three months of work you
will learn how to drive a truck, operate a combine or cutter,

make adjustments, learn how to repair equipment, learn how
to work with people and also make a good wage for yourself,"

says Kevin.

"Don't be discouraged by the hard work or the long hours,

because it's all part of the job," he adds. "Just knowing you
were an important part of that custom harvesting crew is an
experience you'll never forget."

The Robinsons are already gearing up for the 1 984 harvest

season. They've laid plans to buy two new combines for the

wheat harvest and one more silage cutter for the fall. The
harvesting business has grown so much since it's start in 1979

that the Robinsons went out and purchased a microcomputer
to handle the overflow of bookkeeping, plus the brothers'

supervised occupational experience records.

"I can keep five years of records on the computer, where it

used to take ten file cabinets," laughs Kevin. "I'm looking

forward to being able to use telecomputing in transferring

information back and forth."

The new computer set-up is another example of the

family's commitment to new and better methods of farming

and management. That commitment—coupled with hard
work—gives them the success most farm families are still

striving to achieve.

Meanwhile, the Robinson family will be out on the road

again, heading for another custom cuttingjob in another part

of the midwest. . .
•••



Highlights of The FFA Year
As the following news items indicate, 1983 was a year of excitement and
transition for FFA. These events were just a few of the highlights that made it

a year to remember

PSA Campaign
Puts Spotlight

on FFA

1983 will be remembered as

the year plans were laid for

the first-ever national Public

Service Campaign (PSA) for

the Future Farmers of

America. The announcements, which will be seen and heard

on radio, television and print media this year during FFA
WEEK, call for strong nationwide support for vocational

agriculture and vocational education. Actor Eddie Albert,

long-time FFA supporter, donated his time to act as FFA
spokesperson.

Presidential
Praises at The
White House

"The Future Farmers of

America does more than give

a good start to some fine

young people. By cultivating

skills and patriotism, it en-

sures the strength and vitality of our country," said President

Ronald Reagan at a White House summer gathering of FFA
state and national officers and adult leaders. This was the

third consecutive annual visit FFA members have had with

the president since his election, signifying strong support of

vocational agriculture from the current administration.

New Awards,
New

Opportunities

It was a year of changes and
new ideas for the FFA in the

area of contests and awards.

A new "Computers in Agri-

culture" award program was
introduced late in the year, which will recognize FFA
members on the chapter, state and national levels for their

farm and agribusiness management skills utilized through a

computer. State winners will be sent to a national seminar on
Computers in Agriculture next August in Washington, D.C.
In an unrelated move, the National FFA Board took steps to

initiate a new national Forestry contest and to eliminate the

national Poultry judging contest and national Milk Quality

and Dairy Foods judging contest by 1985.

National FFA
Foundation

Still Growing

Facing troubled financial

times on the farm, it looked

doubtful last year that the

National FFA Foundation
could possibly match the

$ 1 .4 million raised one year earlier. But tough times were not

enough to hold back the relentless financial backing of

agribusinesses and FFA supporters in 1983, as they contri-

buted a record-high $ 1 .56 million to FFA members and their

programs, plus an additional SI.6 million in committments
through the Foundation's deferred giving program. This kind

of continual support once again demonstrates how important
the FFA is to the U.S. agricultural community.

The 56th
National

Convention
Was a Winner

Under the new FFA theme,

"Keeping America On The
Grow," over 23,000 enthu-

siastic FFA members con-

verged on Kansas City,

Missouri for three days of

business, contests, award presentations and enlightening

speeches from FFA and entertainment personalities. This

year, the convention was held under the leadership of FFA's
first female president, Jan Eberly. And Willard Scott, well-

known weatherman from NBC's TODAY Show, broadcasted

four live weather reports from the convention stage to 20

million viewers.

New FFA
Scholarship

Program
Introduced

For the first time in history,

the national FFA organiza-

tion now offers educational

scholarships to FFA mem-
bers through the new "Na-
tional College and Vocation-

al/Technical School Scholarship Program." FFA members
who are seniors in high school or out-of-school members
preparing to enroll in their first year of higher education are

eligible to receive the scholarships, which are for one year and
are not renewable. In light of mushrooming tuition costs at

many academic institutions across the country, national FFA
leaders are predicting the new program will become an

important financial help for college-bound FFA members,
while also providing incentive for higher academic achieve-

ments among FFA members in the vo-ag classroom.

National
FFA Advisor

Retires

After a lifetime of service to

vocational agriculture and
vocational education. Na-
tional Advisor Byron Rawls
retired from his role as adult

leader of the Future Farmers of America, after five years of

service at that position. He was the sixth individual to serve as

National Advisor of the FFA, and only the second former

FFA member. At press time no appointment had been made
to fill the position.

BOAC Holds
First

Conference

The Building Our American
Communities (BOAC) pro-

gram of the FFA held a

first-ever conference on com-
munity development in

The Conference recognizedWashington, D.C. last year.

outstanding FFA members from 50 states for achievements

in volunteerism and individual contributions to top-notch

BOAC projects back at their local FFA chapters. Winners

shared $2,650 in awards to be used for their chapters' 1984

BOAC projects.
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Squeeze more profits outof
these juicyfund raisers.

Sunkist® citrus. The fund raiser that

can earn extra money for your organization.

Because with the name Sunkist, you won't

have to worry about creating a market. It's

already out there. And since consumers are

willing to pay more for the Sunkist name,
you can charge more for Sunkist than any

other citrus.

Your group can sell Sunkist navel

oranges, Sunkist valencias or tangy Sunkist

grapefruit. And make enough money to

outfit a band, suit up a team, or support

your favorite project. All year 'round.

To find out more, send for our free

booklet. It'll tell you how to make sweet,

juicy profits. You have our word on it.™

Sunkist Fund Raising

Sunkist Growers, Inc.

P.O. Box 7888, VanNuys, CA 91409

Ne

Organization

Addr

City

State Zip

NFF

Sunkisl. (Synktsl.and "You have our word on it "are trademarks of Sunkist Growers, fnc.(c)1983.
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The Sunny Hill

Tradition
wT there's anything farmers worry about
Amore, it's frost and how to deal with it.

But for some growers—fruit growers in

particular—early or late frost can be a

killer.

Brian Bachman, 20-year-old FFA'er
from Carroll, Ohio, knows from ex-

Top, Brian Bachman shows his skills

with the forklift; above, apples at the

Bachman orchard are all hand-picked,

one reason why the fruit looks so

inviting (right).
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perience what effect the weather can

have on growing apples—even just a

few, freezing hours.

Brian plans to produce apples for a

living—and he's made a good start for

himself at his family's "Sunny Hill Fruit

Farm," where 140 acres of trees and
assorted vines produce mostly apples

and other fruits and vegetables. Things

go pretty smoothly at Sunny Hill. But

one cool day last spring left a lasting

mark on the 1983 apple crop. Brian

remembers the day vividly:

"On May 9th we had about four

hours of 25-degree weather," he recalls.

"The weather forecast was for much
warmer temperatures for this night, so

we weren't prepared to fight the freezing

temperatures. As a result of those four

hours, our crop last year was really

light—only 1 7,500 bushels, compared to

53,000 bushels in 1982."

But predicting the weather, as any

The NationalFUTURE FARMER



Below, Brian shows how the hand-picked

apples are loaded into crates before

being processed or stored in the

Bachmans' 36,000 bushel storage bin.

Below, the Bachman orchard is kept disease-free and healthy through a consistent

spray-management program.

farmer knows, is a losing proposition.

And although it can do short-run damage
to a crop, Brian knows that good man-
agement and planning are the keys to

long-range success, especially in the apple

business. This family knows all about
long-range success — their apple or-

chards have been weathering the frost

and storms now for over four generations

of Bachmans.
A former state fruit and/ or vegetable

proficiency winner and Ohio's recent

candidate for FFA Star Agribusiness-

man, Brian works as a manager of the

orchard alongside his father Richard,

mom Joann and older brother Gregg.

The Bachman orchards produce mostly

Red, Golden Delicious, Jonathan and
Rome apples, which are sold either in

five-pound plastic bags or sent through
the Bachman's apple cider mill to make
apple cider.

Up until recently, the family owned a

retail market where they sold much of

their produce. Now, their main source is

through a statewide marketing firm

established strictly for growers like them-

selves.

"It's like a cooperative," explains

Brian. "It's one uniform price. That way,

all the growers aren't trying to cut each

other's throat."

On a smaller scale, Brian says he got

good marketing experience when he

established a "pick-your-own" strawberry

market, as one of his first SOE (Super-
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vised Occupational Experience) pro-

grams. He used the profits to buy
equipment to raise other crops.

Like most smart managers, the family

has set up a long-range plan for the

family business. Brian says, "The farm
plan calls for a constant renovation of

the orchard. We replace old or unde-
sirable varieties of trees with new trees

and better qualities. That way we strive

to maintain the best quality and max-
imum production levels."

Quality starts with the trees—and one

way to maintain quality is seeing that

the orchard is pruned properly each year

in January and February, no small task

considering there are 140 acres of trees

to think about. It helps, says Brian, to

have three self-propelled hydraulic

pruners to get the job done.

"After pruning we spray the trees with

a 'dormant' oil, when the leaves are a

half-inch green," he says. "It's an oil that

covers the whole tree and smothers any
mite eggs or other insects that might be

dormant over winter." The family also

takes blight-prevention measures at this

time which may explain the orchard's

long-running history of disease-free apple

production.

Apple-picking begins in July and won't

let up until October. All produce is

hand-picked for fresh fruit and grocery-

selling. A crew of 10-15 migrant workers

is hired, often coming to Ohio from the

Florida citrus harvest. During this busy
time Brian drives the delivery truck,

hauling, stacking and general supervision

of the workers and packing line.

"I keep the workers supplied with the

necessary materials so that all the packing

processes are performed," he says. The
packing line is semi-automatic: apples

are sized, washed, waxed, bagged and
weighed . Some are sent to the Bachman's
cold storage bin, which can hold 36,000

bushels of apples until market delivery.

For cider, the family uses rejected

apples that may be slightly damaged and

not acceptable to groceries or other

buyers. Brian says, "The cider is kept in

1,200 gallon bulk coolers, then bottled

when needed. We bottle 3,500 gallons of

cider per week."

Presently, Brian has been put in charge

of the latest addition to the orchard: a

40-acre lot of new apple trees, first

planted in 1978 and first harvested in

1982. He helped develop this acreage,

selecting rootstock and planting dis-

tances.

Brian is an optimist. He's anticipating

a good year in 1984—frost or no frost.

Judging by his attitude and dedication,

it's obvious that battling the weather is

not the only lesson Brian has learned

about growing apples since he began

work in the orchard. He's been learning

his lessons well ever since he was small.

His family has established themselves as

a top-notch producer in the area, marked
by enthusiasm, dedication to their work
and a long-standing pride in successful

family tradition. Brian plans to follow in

that tradition—and that's probably one

of the best lessons he'll ever learn. •••
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How To
Get A's
In Ag*

( *or any other class)

By Becky Vining

Studying, yechh! Who needs it,

right?

No one ever claimed studying and
homework was the most exciting part of

vo-ag—or any other class for that matter.

But take heart, book-weary FFA mem-
bers: a few moments mastering these

simple study secrets today can reap big

rewards later when the all-important

grades are added up.

If it's any comfort, most students

suffer from the same problems when it

comes to studying. Do you develop a

case of the "butterflies" before taking a

test? Do you read assignments, yet can't

remember a bit of it the next morning?
Do you always seem to run out of time
for homework?
A "yes" answer to any of these ques-

tions means you're with plenty of com-
pany—millions of other students. The
key to solving these problems, and
others, is to develop good study skills.

Those students who have learned such
skills usually end up with better grade
point averages, scholarships and even-

tually, job offers.

"Studying is a talent that students will

use throughout life," says Mike
Womochil, FFA Advisor from Kankato,
Kansas. Scott Harms, FFA member
from Canby, Oregon, can vouch for that

statement- -he was recently accepted
into the honors program at Iowa State

University to study pre-veterinary medi-
cine next fall.

"Students don't have much time, so

they need to learn to manage it wisely,"

says Scott. "Study times should be

planned to be beneficial, rather than just

here and there and dragging it out.

Study hard, but then take time to

reward yourself."

"Proper study skills prepares you for

good work habits and management
skills," says Therese Hebert, a former
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FFA member from Assumption, Illinois,

now a senior studying agricultural edu-
cation at the University of Illinois. "Good
grades can help students get jobs."

Yet, most students suffer from poor
study habits and need help improving
them, says Richard Owens, former
director of Educational Improvement at

Kansas State University.

One ability that helps students over-

come these problems is reading. You
may not realize how important reading

ability is to success in the classroom

—

but half of what you learn is from
reading. To improve your reading ability,

Dr. Owen suggests four steps:

1. Always "preview" the material,

looking it o\% before you begin reading.

Rather than start in on page one, take a

minute to become familiar with what
you'll be reading about. If the section

includes a summary, read it first; it often

outlines the material.

2. Think seriously about what you're

reading. Try to relate to the text, agree

or disagree with the thoughts—but do
something that forces you to get involved

in the assignment.

3. Always force yourself to read as

rapidly as possible. Along with increasing

your reading speed, you will probably
develop better comprehension and un-

derstanding of the material.

4. Review, reflect and recall. Spend as

much time thinking about what you
read as you spent actually reading it. Try
outlining it, condensing it or testing

yourself over it. This forces your mind
to really think about what you've read.

The reading ability you develop
through this plan will help you become a

more efficient studier, one who can
complete assignments in the required

time with little effort.

But efficiency also depends on utilizing

short breaks during the day. An hour for

study period between classes is an ideal

time to study. For example, ifyou study
one hour each day for five days, you'll

actually learn twice as much as if you
study five hours straight. If you must
hold a "marathon" study session, take a

short break or switch subjects each hour
to revive and relax your mind.

Sticking to a study schedule will also

help you become an efficient studier.

Plan to study a certain subject for a

specific length of time each week so

there's enough time for everything.

Taking careful notes in class also

increases your studying ability. If pos-

sible, scan the textbook before class to

get a preview of the material.

Use judgment when taking notes.

You can think twice as fast as your
teacher can speak, but he can talk five or

six times faster than you can write. This

means you must be selective about what
you make notes on during class. Note
the key words and expressions during

the class discussion; then go back and fill

in missing holes as soon as possible.

Thorough notes will be a great help

when it's test time.

Being Prepared

There's no substitution for feeling

prepared when taking a test, so complete
notes, comprehended readings and effi-

cient study habits are the solution.

"Cramming" and "pulling all-nighters"

only help in short-range learning. These
study methods are inefficient and anx-
iety-producing, often causing you to

lose sleep and alertness.

To be prepared for the test, anticipate.

Listen to your teacher's cues about what
might be on the test—what points are

repeated, which pages of the text are

mentioned and how much time is spent

on each section.

Knowing what kind of test it is will

also reduce your tension. Most students

adapt their study style to prepare for

different types of questions. Memorizing
may help in fill-in-the-blank or matching
tests, but it's poor for essay, multiple

choice or true-false questions. For these,

review the material more broadly and
over a longer period of time.

One of the most important steps in

preparing for a test is getting help when
you need it. Ask your teacher—who will

note your extra effort and probably be

glad to help you prepare for the test.

Even if you follow all these study

suggestions, though, something might

be lacking in the learning process

—

attitude. No mater how well your teacher

lectures, how much material you com-
prehend or how prepared you are for the

test, if your attitude is bad, you lose.

On the other hand, think of the pride

(not to mention scholarships) you'll feel

when you get that "straight A" report

card back at the end of the year.

Now go out and impress your fellow

classmates. Class dismissed. •••
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A TRADITION
OF EXCELLENCE

Since 1947, well over 100,000 vo-ag students have earned the
highest degree of agricultural proficiency—the DEKALB Agricul-
tural Accomplishment Award.

This year, more than 3,500 new winners will be named. High
schools all across the country will honor the senior student who
displays the highest degree of proficiency in agriculture, scholastic

achievement and leadership.

Because DEKALB Award winners are leaders— representing the

best—we consider our sponsorship of this prestigious award an
investment in the future.

DEKALB has been investing in the future since our beginning in

1912. Research, resulting in new and improved products and serv-

ices, is the key to a healthy future. DEKALB's rich heritage forms
the foundation for a genetic research program that is unequaled by
any other company. We're developing quality products and services

for the world's farmers.

We believe in excellence. That's why we sponsor the DEKALB
Award.

A GREAT NAME IN AGRICULTURE
DEKALB AgResearch, Inc., DeKalb, Illinois 60115

Phone: 815/758-3461



Careers in
Agriculture

" Without middlemen, we'd be sitting down to a lunch

of wheat and peanuts instead ofa slice of whole

wheat bread smeared with peanut butter."

Agricultural
Processing

By Shirley Jones

Ever since Americans started griping

about high food prices, the term
"middleman" has been an unpopular
name. When consumers said their daily

bread was costing way too much, pro-

ducers said, "It's not our fault. It's the

middleman that makes your grocery bill

so high."

That accusation may have been as

unfair as pinning the blame on producers.

"Middlemen" are responsible for getting

agricultural products from farm to table.

Without them, we'd be sitting down to a
lunch of wheat and peanuts instead of a
slice of whole wheat bread smeared with
peanut butter. A world without the

people who process our food is a pretty

unappetizing thought.

Many job opportunities exist in food
processing, says Scott Rombach, director

of public relations for Campbell's Soup
Company.
"From the time we contract to grow

the ingredients to the time the consumer

Shirley Jones isaformer FFA Stale Officer, H'CP
counselor and National FFA information intern.

She currently works as Director of Communica-
tionsfor Agri Business Associates in Indianapolis.

Indiana.

buys the product, there are many jobs

that have to be performed," says Mr.
Rombach. At Campbell's, he says, "We
hire 42,000 people world-wide and 3 1,000

in the United States. There have to be

fieldmen to check on the crops, people

to deliver the products, workers in the

factory to prepare and package the food

and many others."

When you consider the number of

agricultural product companies in the

United States, there is little doubt about
the demand for people to fill positions

ranging from assembly line work to

management.
One FFA member from Spring, Texas,

has been exploring the possiblities for a

career in ag processing. Lyndell Fishback,

the 1983 national proficiency award
winner in agricultural processing, worked

in a meat plant for three and one half

years. He enjoyed his work so much he's

now working toward a degree in food

and fiber at Texas A&M University.

His program requires classes in science

and animal science. Lyndell hopes to

participate in meats judging as he did

while a member of the Spring FFA
Chapter.

Lyndell's experience at the processing

plant included some routine tasks. "I

used to cut up carcasses, wait on cus-

tomers and grind meat," he says. While
the days could seem long when per-

forming the same task, there was an
over-riding positive side: the feeling that

he was doing something important.

"We did lots of custom work," he

says, "which means butchering, cutting

and wrapping the meat exactly as the

customer wanted it done. Doing it right

was a real feeling of accomplishment."

Others agree that food processing is a

satisfying career because it meets a very

basic need in our society. "I've never

been involved in an industry that is as

important to the country as this one is,"

says Roger Coleman, of the National

Food Processor's Association. "There

are issues of great public importance

that we all have to be concerned about:

food safety, nutrition, farmland and
water use, energy and farm and migrant

labor." Couple those with the need for

providing enough food at the right time

at the right place and you'll see there is a

great need for people who wish to be

involved in food processing.

Mr. Coleman says the demand is high

for good people. "I run into people all

the time whose firstjob was in a canning
factory in high school," he says. There is

potential for advancement by taking

college courses in marketing, sales, ad-

vertising and production. However,jobs
are available for virtually all educational

levels in the food processing industry.

Compared to other fields, the pro-

cessing industry offers steady employ-
ment. In canning, for instance, Mr.
Coleman says, "The industry remains
strong because people will always buy
canned food. The profits are not extra-

ordinary, but it is a steady performer."

What kind of skills do you need to

succeed in the field? Mr. Rombach says

Campbell's looks for people with in-

tegrity who gain satisfaction from helping

people feed themselves. "It is a good
feeling to see the finished product when
it rolls off the line. Everybody adds their

own skills to the product, so it demands
some pride in what you are doing," he

adds.

High school students who are in-

terested in the field should get as much
part-time experience as they can. That
experience, along with participation in

contests such as meats judging and
award competitions such as the agri-

cultural proficiency award in ag process-

ing are naturals for providing skills that

can help you get a job later on. After all,

somebody has to make sure you get a

bowl of Frosted Flakes for breakfast

instead of a bowl of field corn. •••
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LEARN MORE THAN
FARM MANAGEMENT

Christian young person, your vo-ag preparation

should enable you to run a top-notch operation. But is

that all your training should do? In Luke 12, there's a

sad story about a successful farmer God called a fool.

The farmer got an "A" in farm management and an
"F" in value judgment. He knew how to make a living

but not how to live.

Bob Jones University's 600-acre farm offers you
plenty of "hands-on" experience to supplement
specialized courses such as Principles of Animal
Science, Soil Fertility and Management, Farm
Machinery and Equipment, Building Maintenance,
Crop Production, Beef Cattle Production, Dairy Cattle

Production, Farm Organization and Management, and
Basic Business. Facilities include a 250-head beef

herd involved in a vigorous cross-breeding program,
a fully mechanized feedlot operation, and a dairy herd

and milking parlor.

But more importantly, BJU will help you develop
Christian character. Learn how to effectively serve
the Lord in your church and community. Receive
instruction from dedicated Christian teachers who
take a personal interest in their students. Be
encouraged and challenged as you make friends with

other Christian young people.

Find out more about our two-year certificate or

three-year associate of applied science degree in

Farm Management.
Contact:

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS

A fundamental Christian, liberal ar
More than 60 undergraduate major;

education, fine arts, arts and science, and business
• Nearly 40 graduate programs in religion, education,

and fine arts

• 8 majors leading to associate degrees in business
and trades

• 4 majors leading to associate degrees in Christian

service
• Programs leading to one-year or two-year certificates

in business and trades
• Instruction in music, speech, and art without additional

cost
• Grades K-1 2 in connection.

Stands without apology for the "old-time religion"

and the absolute authority of the Bible.

BOB JONES University
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29614

TELEPHONE (803) 242 5100
ADMISSIONS TOLL FREE 1 - 800 - 8 4 5 5 003

nghis reserved



Careers in Agriculture:

Top Answers to Tough
Questions
Whether you're headed for production agriculture or

agribusiness, planning for the future poses many questions for

FFA members. Here's some no-nonsense answers to some of the

most-asked questions you'll face as you begin deciding on a

career in agriculture.

OI'm afraid I'll wind up in a field I

• don't like. What's the best way to

find a career I'll be happy with?

A. This is a common concern among
vo-ag students. No one wants to prepare

for a career they won't like. And of

course, no one can guarantee you'll end
up in the perfect career field even after

the most careful consideration.

Most vo-ag teachers say the best way
to begin deciding on a career field is

through developing interests by finding

out about as many career areas as you
can. That way you'll be able to relate

your activities to a career field. One
FFA member, for example, realized she

had an interest in a career in turf and
landscape management—but only after

she became a member of the horticulture

team and found out what turf and
landscape had to offer.

Pay attention in ag class—it's a great

place to start developing those interests.

"Our first year of vo-ag covers a mass of

different subjects," says Steve Hickey,

Shenandoah, Indiana, FFA advisor.

"We spend two weeks on crops, two
weeks on livestock, two weeks on small

engines, a week of welding—nothing

exact, just enough to give them an idea

of what they want to pick and choose
from for the next three and a half years."

Most vo-ag teachers are willing to go
out of their way to help you decide what
areas of agriculture interest you most.

"A lot of ag teachers talk about high

IQ's in students," says Mr. Hickey, "but

you give me one FFA member that

demonstrates interest—and I'll build on
the rest of it. I'll work seven days a week,

umpteen hours of the day, because that

student knows what his interest is and,

eventually, where his goals lie." Joe
Yedlik, FFA advisor from the North
Linn, Iowa, FFA Chapter, says, "I try to

introduce my students to as many things

as possible, and not necessarily in a

formal way in the classroom—but by
taking them out in the real world, to
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judging contests, field trips or a barrow

show. It can't all be done in the class-

room."

Q. What's the next step? Even if I'm

interested in selling feed, for example,

I've never been quite sure what it is a

feed salesman does.

A. After you've narrowed your in-

HICKEY: "The fact remains the

majority ofstudents don't think

about what they're going to do

for a living until May of their

senior year, when graduation is

infront of them, ft takes an

exceptional student to be

serious enough to know there

will come a day when he will

have to make a decision and

plan for 30 or 40 years of a

working life."

terests to a few specific career areas, you
should begin talking with people already

involved in the profession. If you're

interested in becoming a feed salesman,

why not spend a day with one? That
salesman will be flattered that you want
to find out more about his profession.

And you're sure to find out what kinds

of things a feed salesman does for a

living. Ask frank questions—what does
he enjoy most about his job? What does
he least like about it? This is one of the

best ways to find out about the day-to-

day activities of any profession.

Q. When should I begin deciding on a

career? I just got into high school, and
the last thing I want to worry about
today is making a living ten years from

A. You can never begin too soon. No
doubt it's hard to concentrate on some-

thing that seems so distant, but look at it

this way: right now you're on the tail end
of 12 to 15 years of education—a very

short period in your life compared to 40

or 50 years spent earning your daily

keep. It's never too early to start

planning.

On the other hand, there's no sense in

trying to nail down your interests when
they're constantly changing. Exploration

is what these early years are for.

You'll be better off keeping career

choices in the back of your mind as you
go through daily schedules of classes

and activities. Later, when you enter

your junior and senior years, start nar-

rowing those choices and deciding on a

plan to reach your career goal.

Many high school students suffer

from a false sense of security when they

put off major decisions like choosing a

profession. "I start preaching for them
to try to choose that career area the

second I get them as a freshman," says

Mr. Hickey, "because the fact remains

the majority of students don't think

about what they're going to do for a

living until May of their senior year,

when graduation is in front of them."

Suddenly, the graduating senior is

faced with the fact he or she lacks the

training or basic requirements necessary

for entry-level positions or further

education.

"It takes an exceptional student to be

serious enough to know there will come
a day when he will have to make a

decision and plan for 30 or 40 years of a

working life," Mr. Hickey adds. "The
student that's serious enough to try to

plan for that, even if he changes his mind

later, is still going to be more successful

than the student who waits until the last

of May in his senior year."

Q. How do I decide if I need more
education after high school?

A. This is another good argument for
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making your career decisions early.

Ultimately, the field you choose will

guide your needs for higher education.

For example, you'll need relatively little

additional training to become a veter-

inary assistant; but a great deal more
education to become a veterinarian.

The following chart outlines typical

education needs forcommon agricultural

occupations. This may give you some
direction in the field you're interested in,

but it is by no means a rigid guide. A
good example is production agriculture:

used in teaching and research. And
student loans, based on family need, are

usually available. You can get more
specific cost figures by writing to the

dean of agriculture ordirector of admis-
sions at the college or university of your
choice.

Q. What if I decide I need a four-year

education but can't go to a four year

college or university right away?
A. "Junior colleges are a good option

for students who still want to work on
the farm while they continue their

Typical Education Requirements
For Common Agricultural Positions

High School
Education

Technical School
Education

Junior College
Education

Four-Year College
Education

More

Farmer Farmer Farmer Farmer Veterinarian

Ag Processor Ag Processor Ag Processor Ag Engineer Ag Engineer

Ag Mechanic Ag Mechanic Ag Mechanc Extension Agent Ag Lawyer

Vet Assistant Vet Assistant Ag Teacher Ag Researcher

Feedlot Manager Feedlot Manager Ag Banker

Ag Salesman Ag Salesman Ag Salesman

Nurseryman Nurseryman Nurseryman

Farm Laborer Ag Communicator

Auctioneer Auctioneer Park Ranger

Farm Manager Farm Manager

Ag Economist

some FFA members find successful

careers in farming with four-year college

degrees, and some are quite successful

with only a high school degree.

If you're unsure where you're headed,
it's best to get as much education as

possible—as soon as possible—for you
may not have the same opportunities for

advanced education later in life due to

family and job responsibilities.

Q. What will a degree in agriculture

cost?

A. Costs vary greatly among colleges

and states. For a four year public uni-

versity, plan on spending between $5,000
and $8,000 per year, which includes

tuition, room and board, books and
fees, entertainment and other necessary

supplies. If your heart is set on attending

a university or college outside of your
state, prepare for a shock. Costs for out-

of-state tuition at most colleges are

usually much higher.

There are ways to offset college costs.

The new FFA Scholarship Award pro-

gram, recently announced by the national

FFA organization, offers scholarships

to deserving college-bound FFA mem-
bers nationwide. It's just one of many
scholarships you could earn.

Plus, prospects for part-time em-
ployment usually are greatest at agri-

cultural institutions, because ag schools

must hire people to care for plants,

livestock, poultry and other living things

February-March, 1984

education," says Bill Fortschneider, vo-

ag instructor in Jacksonville, Illinois.

"They're also good for those who can't

afford higher tuition and boarding costs

at a university by living at home; or for

those who aren't sure what they want to

do for a living yet."

Community (junior) colleges can be

seen more and more frequently because

of the convenience and reasonably high-

quality education students can receive.

Here, you can complete basic require-

ments like chemistry or English, while

qualifying to transfer to a four-year

institution after one or two years, where
you can finish studying in your specific

career area. Some students enroll at

junior colleges expecting to transfer, but

end up satisfied with a two-year degree

after deciding on a career field which
allows for that amount of education.

If a community college is in your
future and you want to transfer to a

four-year school, make sure you arrange

to have your courses transfer smoothly
from one institution to the next. Many a

student has lost junior college credits

because he or she found out too late that

the four-year institution would not accept

them, and there's nothing worse than

having to repeat a class you've already

worked hard to pass.

Q. What about careers in production

agriculture? Is it really as difficult to get

into farming as everyone says?

A. That's a tough question, with no

concrete answer. Many times it depends
on the area you live in. For example,

more opportunities to farm exist in high

production states like Iowa, California

or Texas, than in smaller, more urban
states like Massachusetts or Connecticut.

In general, the term "future farmer"

applies to less and less vo-ag students

these days. Many vo-ag students are

choosing careers in agribusiness fields

because of the broad opportunities.

"When I look at students who have
graduated in the last five years, I find

very few who are actually farming," says

John Elliott, FFA advisor from Ozark,
Missouri. "As teachers, we need to tell

students the facts of working life on
availability of careers in farming. Half

my students now want to be involved in

production agriculture, but only 5 per-

cent of them may end up actually on the

farm.

"We sometimes have to help students

modify their goals to fit reality," he says.

On the other hand, opportunities for

farming careers do exist. We live in a

country with vast agricultural resources

and thousands of acres of productive

farms in need of capable farmers. But a

successful entry into this career field

requires long-range planning, beginning

now. And it also may require some
sacrifices, like taking on a part-time job

elsewhere while you become established.

As a vo-ag student, you have two
strong attributes going for you: the

knowledge acquired throughout four

years of vo-ag instruction, and the moti-

vation to achieve through FFA. That
motivation has helped change thousands
of would-be farmers into bonafide,

established farmers—simply by giving

them the desire to achieve and accomplish

their goals.

Q. In general, will agriculture be a

good career in the future?

A. Chances are it will be among the

best. Research indicates the demand for

people educated and trained in agri-

culture will continue to increase through-

out the coming years. According to a

USDA report, the total average annual

demand for college-educated graduates

in food and agricultural sciences is

expected to exceed the available supply

by 15 percent through the next three

years.

The report also says the most extensive

shortages will be in the fields of agri-

cultural engineering, agricultural business

management, food sciences and plant

sciences. An oversupply of four-year

degree recipients is anticipated through

the next five years in some natural

resource positions, wildlife managment,
forest recreation and agricultural com-
munications.

Those who pursue a career in agri-

culture will have the satisfaction of

contributing to the solution of the major

problems of our time—hunger, envi-

ronmental quality and world peace. •••
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They must fit together

for a sound, profitable

livestock operation

How does the MoorMan Representative help?
Through personal on-farm coun-

seling with livestock producers,

the MoorMan Representative helps

fit the pieces together to help the

farmer or rancher get top perfor-

mance from his animals, low total

feed costs and maximum profits.

By calling direct, our represen-

tative can see the livestock, equip-

ment and facilities, find out what
native feedstuffs are available, de-

termine the owner's preferred

feeding methods and goals for his

livestock operations.

As a result, the MoorMan Rep-
resentative is able to recommend
products and feeding programs to

fill the owner's needs.

He has reference materials on
each class of livestock, detailed

feeding and management pro-

grams and educational films

—

which he's ready and willing to

show you.

And his company encourages young people
interested in agriculture

Since 1958, MoorMan's contributions

have helped honor outstanding FFA
members at the chapter, state,

regional and national levels.

Also since 1958. MoorMan's
contributions have helped honor
outstanding 4-H Club members at all

levels—county, state and national.

1983 • 1984

Scholarship
in Agriculture

^", fiTr ?j-i.

Since 1959, MoorMan's has sponsored
scholarships at agricultural colleges.

They're being awarded this year to

students at 29 Land-Grant universities.
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Computer Age

nce upon a time not long ago, farming was a simpler

matter. You scratched a hole in the earth, dropped a

seed, covered it over and looked to the

sky for gentle rains and plenty of

sunshine.

Then things started getting compli-

cated. We added tractors, genetic hy-

brids, artificial insemination - - new
tools to help farmers produce more food

and fiber. The farmer faced a new set of

challenges—he not only needed muscle,

he now needed facts and figures, data,

and management skills. He began
scratching figures with a feather pen by
light of candle. And today, some farmers

sit down at a shiny metal box to take

care of farm records and decision-making

by light of a computer screen.

The decade of the '80s will long be

remembered for several changes, but

none have made as spectacular an affect

on agriculture as the computer explosion.

The "computer-age" is no longer

coming — it's here. It's happen-
ing everywhere: in farm

homes, agribusinesses and yes, vocational

agriculture classrooms.

But like tractors or hybrids, the com-
puter is not a miracle sent from heaven.

When used properly, it's a very effective

(sometimes amazing) tool that can aid

farmers and agribusinessmen by pro-

viding information, and by helping them
make good management decisions. But

it is only a tool. Computers may be in

your presence now, and there's little

doubt that they are in your future. But in

and of themselves, they are not the

future

—

you are the future.

That's why we're featuring this "Com-
puters in Agriculture," special section of

The National FUTURE FARMER.
Inside we'll take a close look at this new
management tool, its affects on agri-

culture, the future, and some practical

advise for "coping" with the computer
age. What kind of impact will the

computer have on the Future Farmers

of America? On agriculture? One thing

is for sure — success or failure will rest

largely upon the next generation of

people involved in agriculture: you. The
future. •••

Tex? by K. Elliott Nowels
Edited and Designed by
Michael Wilson
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Photos by Bill Stagg Above, some experts say 50 percent of U.S. farmers will use computers by 1989.

Farm Computers:
What Lies Ahead?

More and more farmers are getting "computerized" these

days, but it remains to be seen how far this new
management tool will take agriculture.

They began as tall sheet metal boxes,
packed with circuits, tubes and wires.

They were huge devices, taking up entire

floors of buildings.

Now some pack all of that power into

the space of a briefcase.

What we're talking about is, of course,

the computer. The heralded, heavily-

advertised "magic box." And it's finding

its way quickly into many jobs in the

industry of agriculture.

But it's not magic, stress computer
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experts. It's simply another tool to aid

all of us in being more efficient and
effective in what we do.

"I think it's generally agreed that

about 5 percent of commercial farmers

in this country have personal computers
now," says Aims Coney, agricultural

marketing manager of Digital Equip-

ment Company. "I think that in the next

five years, that number could go as high

as 50 percent."

Some believe Coney's 50 percent is a

The NationalFUTURE FARMER



bit high, but not many are likely to say

that the impact of the computer on
agriculture will be "slight" by any stretch

of the imagination.

"Farmers are right up there in terms

of the adoption of new practices," says

Coney, "and the business of farming is a

perfect application for the computer."
What, then, can a computer do?
Basically, the computer can help you

do operations in three areas: record

keeping, calculations and communica-
tions.

First, record keeping: the computer
can store huge amounts of information,

either in its memory, or on a cassette or

disk used with it.

Second, it can manipulate this infor-

mation, or do calculations, to give

answers to the many "what if...?" ques-

tions farmers have about their opera-

tions. The computer is able to do in a

very short time what would take hours
with a pencil and paper.

Third, communication is allowed when
the computer is used in conjunction with

a "modem"—which enables it to send
and receive signals over the phone—so

farmers can get information about mar-
kets, weather and farm news.

"In farming, where prices change daily

and there's so much risk, the use of a

microcomputer in 'what if situations is

particularly valuable," says Ron Stegall.

senior vice president at Radio Shack.
"Think about that profit and loss

statement at the end of the year," adds
Stegall. "If the computer can help you
make even one decision that results in

smarter marketing, you may be able to

cover the cost of the machine with that

one decision. And many farmers make
decisions like that every day."

Stegall makes no bones about the fact

that he's in the business of selling com-
puters. Yet he says, "If a microcomputer
can't pay for itself within six to twelve

months after you get it, then it may be
somewhat of a luxury for the business at

that time. I'm saying it can have that

much impact."

But it's not always easy deciding

whether or not you need a computer.

Fortunately, most agricultural software

companies provide help. For example,

Valcom, the computer management arm
of Valmont Industries, Inc., now offers

a nationwide system of "Learning Cen-

ters." Here, farmers can get personalized

advice on whether a computer is needed

for their farm operation. Once a decision

has been made, one can also get advice

on software and hardware, and the

necessary training to make the new
management tool work properly.

With the variety of happenings in
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1983 that had an effect on prices—the

P1K Program, drought, the new dairy

program—it's likely that those with com-
puters were kept busy with 'what ifs.'

"The past year and the PIK Program
provided a perfect situation for the

benefits of computer use," says Mr.
Coney. "It enabled people with com-
puters to evaluate all the options they

had and how they would affect the

bottom line."

Mr. Coney feels that the computer
can give medium-sized and smaller

farmers improved ability to make a

profit and compete with larger farmers.

"It vastly increases the farmer's capa-
bility as a manager," he says.

But before you run out and buy one,

you might want to stop and think a

minute. A computer can only juggle the

numbers and use the information that

you put into it. In other words, as one
source put it: "The best computer in the

world won't make a bad manager any
better." It's still going to be your mind
that is doing the management. The com-
puter can only speed and simplify things.

David Roehm farms 1,000 acres in

partnership with his father near Lees-

burg, Ohio. Several years ago he bought
a computer for their operation, and now
it's turned into another business —helping

other farmers get started with computers.

Operating out ofan office in Washing-
ton Court House, Ohio, Roehm counsels

other farmers on what they need to get

started in they way of software—the

coded instructions that cause the com-
puter to perform a task -and the hard-

ware, the machinery itself.

Roehm says that many individuals

getting "computerized" tend to start

with the hardware first and then try to

figure out how to apply it to the specifics

of their operation. For many that path

(Continued on Page 38)

Telecomputing: Turning Farm § 2
Information Into Profits

It's really difficult to benefit from in-

formation you don't have. And in agri-

culture, specifically farming, those that

are the most diligent about seeking

information are the ones that are likely

to turn a profit.

Radios, televisions and telephones

have done their part in helping farmers

obtain information. But often, it's been
difficult for farmers to get in-depth and
immediate information on the items

that really affect them.

For many farmers, then, the computer
holds the potential for filling a gap in

agriculture that has been present for a

long time.

"Telecomputing," which means the

communications capacity of the com-
puter when used with ordinary phone
lines, may be one of the fastest growing
areas of computer-use on the farm.

"It may well be that the communica-
tion capability is the benefit that will

help pay for the computer's addition to

the farm the quickest of any task that

you use it for," says one midwest com-
puter expert.

Some farm organizations and ag
cooperatives have already made this

service available to their members, and
private companies are offering subscrip-

tions. Farmers usually pay an initial fee,

then are billed for the amount of time

they actually "log" on the service.

The Alamosa, Colorado, vocational

agriculture classroom is hooked up via

computer to a service called The Agri-

Data Network, located in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. This service provides up-to-

date weather, market and news reports

to subscribers who call in on the tele-

phone and connect to the main computer
with a modem—a device permitting the

two machines to "talk" to one another.

Alamosa vo-ag instructor Kirk Goble
says that his classes use the system to

stay current and put their new-found
market-charting ability to good practice.

"The advanced ag class logs on the

network every day," says Mr. Goble.

"My students are now beyond the 'gee

whiz' stage of telecomputing. They really

are seeing how this modern technology

could affect them in the world of work."
Tim Cody, president of the Alamosa

FFA Chapter, says that it can give them
a better chance to get a jump on the

weather as well.

"In our area we have a short growing
season and the possibility of severe

weather during potato and grain har-

vest," he says. "Since weather can greatly

affect the quality of the malting barley

during harvest, it's nice to be able to get

a specific weather forecast for our area

at any time."

"The network's information banks
are vast," says Richard Weening, presi-

dent of AgriData Resources, Inc., the

(Continued on Page 38)
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D Service training and help where you live.

G Farm-proven ValCom software.

D The IBM Personal Computer. V/ilCOM
A Division of Valmont Industries. Inc.

Valley, Nebraska 68064
World's Largest Manufacturer of

Mechanized Irrigation Systems
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orthe managementteam.
In agriculture today, and tomor-

row, you both need to focus on sound
business practices. Figuring taxes.

Tracking your input costs, your cul-

tural practices, your marketing, your
planning and decision making. That's
why ValCom is the key to information

management for top producers
because we know agriculture.

For an investment that's about
one-tenth the cost of a tractor, you
can set up and run a precise farm
management system. You'll know
right where you are— tax records,

crop costs, herd performance,
budget and depreciation. All at your
fingertips. Plus, instant access to
the whole world of farm information
— markets, commodities, futures,

management systems.
Our sales and service people are

specialists who know computers and
software. They know farming and
they'll give you the help and training

that develops your skill and lets you
feel at home. Drop in today for a
hands-on demonstration.



Growing Up
With the

Computer
Like it or not, they're fast becoming a part of daily

life — for parents, teachers and FFA members

Everywhere you turn—computers.

Ads for computers, computer games,
computer graphics, stories (like this)

about computers. Computers everything.

There's a good reason for it. Com-
puters are, or could be shortly, very

important to you, your parents, and
their day-to-day efforts to make a living.

Computer companies and others who
stand to make money with the products

they sell are very interested in small

businesses like farming, or nursery and
landscape, or machinery dealerships.

Everyday needs make those operations

prime targets for potential sales.

As young persons growing up in the

eighties, FFA members will be even

more affected by the "computer age," as

some are calling it. Computers will be a

part of your life, directly or indirectly.

And if you prepare for their inclusion,

you're likely to be ahead when you enter

whatever sector of agriculture you
choose.

"The young agricultural person's chal-

lenge is no different than any other

young person's challenge," says Ron
Stegall of Radio Shack.

"The computer is becoming cost-effec-

tive. It's going to be such a major force

in the next ten years, you've got to be
aware of it."

Stegall says that learning what a

What you really need to know is

the importance of record keeping

and management to farming

operations before you learn

computer skills.

computer can do is no different than
learning any other agricultural practice.

"It's what schooling is for. Schooling
is learning to deal with what you'll come
up against in life. Learning about com-
puters is just another aspect of helping

young people get more proficient at

what they choose to do," he says.

The way to learn, though, may not

necessarily involve sitting down at the

keyboard and immersing yourself in the

machine. In fact, many think that for

young people, that's not the way at all.

"What you really need to know is the

importance of record keeping and man-
agement to farming operations before

you learn the computer skills," says

David Roehm, a farmer and computer
consultant from Leesburg, Ohio.

"It's just like adding a little hand-held

calculator to math class.

"You still have to know how to add.

subtract, multiply and divide before you

do that. You still have to know what is

going on there," he says. "The same is

true of farming, or any other business

that can be helped with computer benefit.

You still have to know what you are

doing with operations and information

that you have."

Aims Coney, of the Digital Equipment

Classroom Computers: A New Vo-Ag Tool

"The main objective of offering students

some instruction on computers in the

vo-ag classroom is to create an awareness

of how they can be used in many
different areas of agriculture."

That's what Lloyd McCabe, vo-ag

instructor at Chowchilla High School,

Chowchilla, California, says of the edu-

cation available to his students, who
regularly sit down and study computer
screens and keyboards to calculate, con-

struct and, well, compute.
At Chowchilla, the inventory, budget

projections and entire ledger for the

school's 50-acre farm is kept on the

computer by students. In addition, after

learning what the machines are and
what they do, many vo-ag students are

directed in creating their own programs
for the family farm, obtaining infor-

mation from their parents and developing

the flowsheets specifically for whatever
operations they have -whether dairy,

cotton, almonds or grapes—the major
crops of the area.

"I'm writing some original programs,"

says James Curutchet, Jr., FFA member
from Chowchilla. "It's really a matter of

taking it step by step and looking at

other (software) manuals for directions

on how to get it right. I'll go along pretty

well for awhile, then I'll get stuck on
something for a long time. Then I'll

work that one out and get stuck on
something else."

Some of James' friends have asked

him how he can sit and stare at "that

little green screen" for so long, but

(Continued on Page 34)
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Above, computer skills are being taught in hundreds of vo-ag classrooms today.

Co., has seen people applying the com-
puter in many different businesses. He
says the knowledge of the business is

easily as important as the addition of

computer skills.

Below, vo-ag students learn record

keeping skills on the computer.

"The people who meet with a great

deal of success in adding the computer
are the ones who have already learned

the different procedures involved in

their businesses quite well," he says.

Before you Compute
Mr. Coney suggests that the mission

for vo-ag students should be to learn as

much about the technical aspects of

farming or agribusiness as they can
before getting involved with microcom-
puters.

"Learn what it takes to get a crop
from planting to harvest; what it takes

to get sows bred and hogs raised. Then,
when you can get your hands on a

computer, use it immediately to accom-
plish the work that you need done.

Don't just play computer games or work
on models that don't apply to your
operation. Try to make it work for you."

All of this is not to say that it's not

important to gain some experience on a

computer terminal when and if you have
the chance. It is important. But a com-

February-March, 1984

Photo by Bill Stagg

puter is only as good as the person who
is operating it, or in the words of a time-

honored computer phrase: "Garbage in

equals garbage out."

You may feel a bit unnerved or

overwhelmed at the thought of trying to

make heads or tails of that beeping,

funny-looking television screen at first.

But that apprehension should pass

quickly. "Once they get over their fear of

not knowing what they're doing, they

love it," says one ag teacher of his

students' new-found interest in com-
puters.

A major advantage that you have

when it comes to computers, according

to Mr. Coney, is that young people don't

have a heavy shroud of mystery between
themselves and the machine. Some adults

feel intimidated by computers.

"The attitude of younger people is

different. They aren't as likely to feel

threatened by the computer as their

parents are," he says. "They've grown up
with it."
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Classroom

(Continuedfrom Page 32)

James says that he enjoys it and feels he

has a certain aptitude for it.

"I don't know, maybe it's the feeling

that when you get it done, you have

something that you've created. It's a real

feeling of satisfaction," he says.

James, in addition to some work he's

doing on the school farm inventory, is

also writing a program for a friend

whose family has a dairy and also sells

huge storage bags for the purpose of

storing silage and grain. He wants to

turn this kind of experience into a career

after he completes a college education.

"When I graduate from college in

four years, computers are going to be

used in so many areas of agriculture that

there will be a need for people who can
help others get started on them. I'd like

to come back to Chowchilla and work
here to do that," he says.

Chowchilla, part of a pilot program
for integrating computers into the vo-ag

classroom, has been able to do a little

more than simply set up a computer for

individual study. They actually have 21

terminals, six Apples and 15 Radio

MCCA BE: "Tve never seen

aything that caused students to

become so self-motivated. When
they get into their own

programs, it's hard to get them

off the machines. They'd be in

here all night ifyou'd let them."

Shack TRS-80s. McCabe says the in-

terest has been phenomenal.
"I've spent nine years in teaching, and

I've never seen anything that caused

students to become so self-motivated,"

he says. "When they get into their own
programs, it's hard to get them off the

machines. They'd be in here all night if

you'd let them."

California is by no means the only

state to be edging into computers in the

vo-ag classroom. While the ability to

offer this kind of instruction in every

classroom may be rather limited now, it

is growing, and in all parts of the

country.

Dr. Blannie Bowen at Mississippi

State University is involved in research-

ing different manners of using the com-
puter to assist in the classroom at the

high school and college levels. Dr. Bowen
can see benefits to both student and
teacher.

"A big benefit, once we get going on
it, will be with record keeping," he says.

"We have to remember, though, whether
record keeping is done with the computer
or with a pencil and pad, it still takes the

knowledge and discipline of the indivi-

dual involved for it to work."
Dr. Bowen says it's still people

—

students and teachers—that make for a

good learning experience in the class-

room. The computer can only help as

much as it is allowed to.

"Computers are going to make the

good vo-ag classrooms better, but it

remains to be seen how it's going to

affect the ones that you might consider

average," he says. •••

Some Terms You Should Know
Before you go "on-line," sharpen up your new vocabulary.

Access time - The length of time it takes to access a report

and have it print out.

Acoustic coupler - A mechanical device which connects the

telephone handset to a modem.
Application program - Software that performs a specific

function (for example, word processing or accounts payable)

BASIC - A frequently used high level language for small

computers, which stands for "Beginner's All-purpose Sym-
bolic Instruction Code."

Bit - A binary digit (1 or 0) that is the smallest, most basic

unit of computer information.

Buffer - Part of the computer's memory that is used to

temporarily store information.

Byte - A memory cell that can store eight bits.

Character - A letter of the alphabet, a number, or any one
of the symbols of a typewriter.

Chip - An integrated circuit, a single package containing

hundreds or thousands of microscopic electronic components.
Command - A single or group of words or characters that

instruct the computer to do something.

Connect Time - The length of time you spend "online,"

from sign-on to sign-off.

CRT - Stands for Cathode Ray Tube, and it provides a

TV-like display (monitor or screen) to show the information

in the computer.
Cursur - The flashing or nonflashing square or symbol that

indicates your work position on the CRT.
Data Base - A discrete collection of computerized

information.

Disk Drive - A machine that puts on and also retrieves

information to and from a disk.

Electronic Mail - The use of computers and/ or terminals

to send, receive and store messages in a "mail" network.

FORTRAN - Short for FORmula TRANslation; a com-
puter language used primarily for mathematical compu-
tations.

Hardware - The physical equipment of the computer, such

as a terminal or printer.

Interface - The use of hardware or software to connect two

devices that cannot be directly hooked together.

Line Printer - A high speed computer printer that prints an

entire line at a time rather than a character at a time.

Menu - A list of choices displayed on a computer screen.

Microprocessor - The computer's central processing unit

that contains all the elements for manipulating data.

Modem - An electronic mechanism that allows computer

equipment to send and receive information through telephone

lines.

Online - Sending, receiving and computing done by two

units connected by phone lines.

Program - A sequence of instructions to a computer.

Software - A computer program with programmed
instructions that tell the computer to perform in a specific

manner.
Telecommunication - The transmission of data between

computers and/ or a terminal in different locations.

Terminal - Equipment that contains a keyboard for input

and an output device such as a CRT or printer which may
communicate with a computer. •••
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VALCOM LEARNING CENTER

Learn how not to buy
a computer.

The computer is here

to stay. However knowing
which computer to buy can
be a big problem— and
buying the wrong one can
be an expensive mistake.

Now there's a way to

help make a better decision.

The ValCom Learning

Center offers a class to help

you decide which computer
is best for you. We'll help you

analyze your specific needs
and match them with the

right combination of hard-

ware and software.

Once you make your

decision, you can receive

complete training on the sys-

tem you select. The ValCom
Learning Center offers

classes taught by certified

instructors for novices

through advanced users.

Subjects include word pro-

cessing, data processing,

spreadsheets and more.

If you choose, you can
also purchase your computer
from ValCom, and get the

Viil.COM

same care and concern we
offer in our Learning Center.

Before you make an

expensive mistake, take

the time to visit the ValCom
Learning Center. Classes

are filling rapidly, so call today
What you don't know about
buying computers can
hurt you.

A Division of Valmont Industries, Inc r
VAI.COM



Survey Profiles
FFA Members'
Computer Use

Research taken from a 1983 survey conducted by The
National FUTURE FA RMER, indicated the following in-

formation about FFA members and their use of computers:

Do you or any member of your family use a microcomputer?
Yes: 30.3 % No: 69.7 %

If yes, where?* home 20.4% school 73.6% other 18.9%

Do you have a microcomputer in your vocational agriculture

classroom? Yes: 12.0% No: 88.0%

If yes, do you keep your Supervised Farming Program
Records on the classroom computer?

Yes: 32.9% No: 63.1%

Does your school offer courses in computers?

Yes: 72.6% No: 27.4%

If yes, are you enrolled? Yes: 12.4% No: 87.6%

Do you plan to enroll in a computer course at your school?

Yes: 48.3% No: 51.9% Undecided: .8%

For what agricultural

or scholastic functions

have you used a

microcomputer?*
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('More than 100% due to multiple answers.)

V
New Award Program Tests
FFA'ers Computer Skills

Sharpen up your bytes and buffers, boys
and girls; the FFA has just come up with

a way you can be recognized for skills at

the computer terminal.

In an on-going effort to stay abreast

of the computer age, the National FFA
Organization announced last fall a new
"Computers in Agriculture" Award pro-

gram for Future Farmers of America.
The award, sponsored by AgriData
Resources, Inc. as a special project of

the National FFA Foundation, will

recognize FFA members on the chapter,

state and national level for their skill and
talent using computer technology to

make better management decisions on
farms and agribusinesses.

FFA members interested in the new
award will be judged on their ability to

adapt their SOE (Supervised Occupa-
tional Experience) program to computer
technology, their performance and their

results. Students will also be judged on

36

ability to identify areas of agriculture

and agribusiness which could benefit

from computer technology, and how to

apply computer knowledge to solve

problems in agricultural management.
"One purpose of the FFA is to par-

ticipate in worthy undertakings for the

improvement of the industry of agri-

culture," says national FFA Executive

Secretary Coleman Harris. "That pur-

pose is well-illustrated in this award.

This will encourage members to integrate

computers with their programs and be-

come proficient in their use."

One winner from each FFA chapter

in the country will go on to state

competition, where 50 winners will be

selected. These winners will be sent to an
all-expenses-paid national seminar on
Computers in Agriculture, August 14-

1 8, 1 984, in Washington, D.C. For more
details, see the award brochure which

was sent to your chapter in November.

Buying intention studies

from a midwest farm
publications organization

indicate farmers will

gradually make more and
more microcomputer
purchases throughout the

next four years.
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Predicted on-farm microcomputer purchases
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Takeoneshortcourse now.

Learnwhether or not
you evenneed a computer.

Now you can invest just a

couple of hours and a few dollars

and find out if you need a

computer.

At the ValCom Learning

Center; we have a short course
called, "Do I Need A Computer?".
It's a simple course designed to

help you make the right decision

about buying and using a computer.
If you decide a computer is

right for you, the ValCom Learning

Center can also provide complete
training on using the computer.

Classes are taught by certified

instructors and range from
introductory courses for novices

through advanced user courses.

Subjects include word processing,

data processing, spreadsheets

and more. We'll even custom-

design a training program |ust for

your specific needs if necessary.

ValCom can also help when
you decide to buy a computer.

We carry a full line of persona'

computers designed to meet
your needs.

Find out more about all of

the classes available — including

"Do I Need a Computer?"— by

contacting the ValCom Learning

Center.

Classes are filling rapidly,

so call today.

T
Vi41.COM

A Division of Valmont Industries, Inc
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Farm Computers

(Continuedfrom Page 29)

leads to problems.

"Some farmers decide that they want
to have a computer do their books and
they go out and get one of the inexpen-

sive machines for $100 or $200 and they

get soured on it when it turns out that it

won't do what they want it to do," says

Mr. Roehm.
"If they would have taken the time to

get acquainted with what's available and
how it applies to them, they'd probably

have been more satisfied."

Mr. Roehm lists the following steps

to go through in obtaining the right

materials:

1. Define the problem—"There will be

different hardware and software solu-

tions to different problems... you've got

to have an idea ofhow the computer can

help you before you make any other

decisions."

2. Find the software—"There are pro-

grams that do accounting and separate

out all your operations; and there are

programs tailor-made for livestock

—

think about the records you're keeping

now and the records you would like to

keep." A survey done in mid-1982 in-

dicated that more than 200 different

programs designed for agriculture were
commercially available and the area is

growing by leaps and bounds.

3. Determine the support you'll need—
"Some software is easy-to-use, and some
may take some dealer support or even
enrollment in a night computer class."

4. Find the hardware—"By now, you
will know what kind of machine it will

take to make your program work."

5. Take it home and get started—"It has

to be at a price you can afford, but it

appears that the guy that's most satisfied

is the guy who spent the money to really

get it right. Saving a few bucks up front

wears off pretty quickly when it won't

do what you want it to."

"Computers in agriculture may be a

kind of catch-22 situation right now,"
Mr. Roehm says. "You don't really

know the power of one—all the things it

can do for you—until you have had one
and worked on it for a time."

To help farmers in the Ohio counties

of Fayette and Clark deal with this

situation, Roehm and his partner, Jim
Dayton, have helped form cooperative-

like "computer clubs." Several farmers

go together and buy the equipment
needed and share the use of it. The
county extension offices serve as the

location for the machinery and each

farmer carries his information on a data

disk. This way, they get to experience

the feasibility of a computer before they

dive into a heavier investment.

Telecomputing
(Continued from page 29)

company in charge of the computer
system. "But for the individual farmer
it's simply a personal information service

that can give them any information they

need instantly, 24 hours a day."

Other systems, providing both deci-

sion-aid programs as well as information

programs exist also, operated by private

companies, trade associations, coopera-

tives and government institutions.

AGNET, for example, is a computer
network designed and operated by the

cooperative extension service. AGNET
was set up in Nebraska nine years ago,

and originally, farmers in a five-state

surrounding area could use the system.

It has since expanded to include users in

the continental United States, six pro-

vinces in Canada, and a few foreign

countries.

AGNET offers many "decision-aid"

programs to farmers through its tele-

computer network, such as feed formu-
lation and finance programs. Other in-

stitutions, on state, regional and national

levels, offer telecomputing services. They
include the Farm Bureau, the Profes-

sional Farmers of America, and the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture, for example. Many state coopera-

tive extension services operate statewide

systems.

AgriData recently announced a new
network specifically for vocational agri-

culture students. Tentatively called the

"ag-ed" network, the service offers "on-

line" instruction, questions, activities

and projects on business and marketing
and management concepts to supplement

a vo-ag students' learning experience.

The final name for the new network will

The "Ag-Ed" network offers

instruction to supplement vo-ag

students' learning experiences.

be selected via a name-selection contest.

AgriData also offers what is known
as a "two-way videotex" system, where
users can forward information through
the computer to other individuals who
subscribe to it. This capability is called

Below, FFA Advisor Kirk Goble sends a message to FFA members at his chapter in

Alamosa, Colorado, from the National FFA Convention in Kansas City, MO.

electronic mail, and universities and
agribusinesses are looking at it as an
opportunity to provide better informa-

tion to farmers who are seeking it.

Kirk Goble found an additional use

for it at last year's National FFA
Convention.

"I stayed in direct contact with my
vo-ag classes at home with the system

called 'StarGram,'" says Mr. Goble.

"Each day my students at home in

Alamosa would log onto the network

and give me messages and ask questions

about assignments. Then, when I had a

chance, I dropped in at the AgriData

booth in the Career Show and responded,

with the computer, to what they had

sent." •••
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ValCom is here,
ALABAMA
Abbeville

Comuni-Center South
205-585-5525

Aliceville

Martin Micro Systems
205-373-8751

Auburn
Comuni-Center South

205-821-5134

Tuscaloosa
Micro Computer Learning Center

205-758-3588

ARKANSAS
Dumas

Delta Computer Company
501-382-2222

Osceola
Chitwood Farm Equipment Co.

501-563-6588

Pine Bluff

Valmont Delta Pine Bluff

501-534-2007

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield

Valmont of California

805-399-5548

COLORADO
Burlington

The Computer Center
303-346-8488

Steamboat Springs
Pilot Computers
303-879-2025

FLORIDA
Mananna

Garland Mears Irrigation

904-526-5577

Ocala
ValCom Computer Center

904-622-1640

GEORGIA
Amencus

Garland Mears Irrigation

912-924-2474

Augusta
ValCom Computer Center
Open February 1984

Dublin

Walker Computer 6. Ag Tec
912-272-3256

Morgan
South Georgia Computers

912-849-4785

Savannah
The Computer Center

912-354-6011

Sylvester
Shiver Computers
912-776-3333

Waynesboro
BAS Computers
404-554-9923

IDAHO
Boise

Silver Creek Computer Services
208-322-5770

Idaho Falls

Golden West Idaho Falls. Inc.

208-524-3203
Ketchum

Silver Creek Information

Services
208-726-3138

Picabo
Silver Creek Computer Services

208-788-3539
Rupert

Golden West Irrigation. Inc

208-436-0661

ILLINOIS

Bourbonnais
ValCom Computer Center

815-935-8502

Danville

ValCom Computer Center
217-442-1126

Gibson City

Arends & Sons. Inc

217-784-4241

Hooppole
Vern's Farm Systems

815-948-2591

Pekin
Illinois Valley Computers

309-346-5181

Springfield

ValCom Computer Center
Open February 1984

Sycamore
ValCom Computer Center

815-758-2449

INDIANA
Evansville

ValCom Computer Center
812-473-8040

Kokomo
ValCom Computer Center

317-453-4716

Richmond
ValCom Computer Center

317-962-4414

Valparaiso
Chester Inc

219-462-1131

IOWA
Ames

ValCom Computer Center
515-232-1927

Fort Dodge
ValCom Computer Center

515-576-1889

Harlan
Agn/Business Computers, Ltd

712-755-7526

Mason City

ValCom Computer Center
515-423-6649

Pella

Bandstra Computer Center
515-628-1578

Waterloo
ValCom Computer Center
Open February 1984

319-234-2695

KANSAS
Dodge City

Casterline Computer Center
316-225-0551

Larned
Ag Systems. Inc.

316-285-2111

KENTUCKY
Paducah

Mid- Valley Computers
502-442-1391

LOUISIANA
Welsh

Business/Ag Computer Services
318-734-3971

MICHIGAN
Battle Creek

ValCom Computer Center
616-965-5778

MINNESOTA
Jackson

The Data File

507-847-4406
Mankato

ValCom Computer Center
507-345-6897

Morns
Mid-West Computer Center

612-589-1499

Rochester
ValCom Computer Center

507-281-5005

MISSISSIPPI
Columbus

Office Management Systems
601-327-5410

Greenville

Big "D", Inc.

601-335-55BB

MISSOURI
Charleston

Mid- Valley. Inc

314-683-6041

Jefferson City

Kohl Computers
314-634-6007

Springfield

ValCom Computer Center
417-887-3364

Vandaha
Kohl Computers
314-594-6401

MONTANA
Belgrade

Valmont of Montana
406-388-4128

Great Falls

Computer Techniques. Inc

406-727-3132

NEBRASKA
Atkinson

Green Valley Computer Center
402-925-2858

Bassett
Valmont Sandhills
402-684-2323

Clarkson
Vavnna, Inc

402-892-3444

Columbus
Vavnna. Inc

402-563-4224

Fremont
ValCom Computer Center

402-727-9373

Grand Island

Plains Computer Center
308-382-5970

Grant
Three Circle Computers. Inc

308-352-4242

Hastings
Plains Computer Center

402-463-2200

Holdrege
Central Valley Computer Center

308-995-6583
Imperial

Three Circle Computers. Inc

308-882-5660

Kearney
Valmont Kearney
308-237-2268

Lincoln

Beckler's Computer Center
402-475-1646

McCook
Three Circle Computers. Inc

308-345-3932

. Neligh

Mid-Nebraska Irrigation

402-887-4131

Norfolk
Husker Valley

402-371-0153

North Platte

Three Circle Computers. Inc

308-532-0950
Scottsbluff

ValCom Computer Center
308-635-0132

York

MaKen Computer Services
402-362-5592

NEW MEXICO
Clovis

Cal Jordan Implement
505-763-5517

NORTH CAROLINA
Fuquay Vanna

Revels Tractor Co.. Inc.

919-552-5697

Murfreesboro
Revelle Computer Systems

919-398-3116

OHIO
Lima

ValCom Computer Center
Open March 1984
419-222-3131

Springfield

ValCom Computer Center
Open February 1984

513-322-8442

Trotwood
Wolf Creek Company

513-854-2694

OKLAHOMA
Enid

Computer Systems of Enid
405-233-7677

OREGON
Klamath Falls

J W Kerns Computers
503-884-4129

SOUTH CAROLINA
Orangeburg

Computer Systems
803-531-3884

SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings

Farmers Implement & Irrigation

605-692-6153

Huron
Olsen Computing
605-352-7100

TEXAS
De Leon

Wright Irrigation

817-893-2018

Plamview
ValCom Computer Center

806-293-3204

Pilot Point
Stnttmatter Irrigation S. Supply

817-686-5138

San Antonio
Peerless Equipment Company

512-533-1274

UTAH
Salt Lake City

Snyder Computer Center
801-262-9277

WASHINGTON
Pasco

ValCom Computer Center
509-547-1623

WISCONSIN
Appleton

Central Computers of Appleton
414-738-9255

Beaver Dam
Central Computers of Beaver Dam

414-887-0304

Janesville

Central Computers of Janesville

608-755-9966
Marshfield

Central Computers of Marshfield
715-387-1728

Menomonie
Central Computers of Menomonie

715-235-4277

Plainfield

Central Computers of Plainfield

715-335-6368

vjh.com

Vill.COM



Kathleen Mills

a
Cathy Ellett Mary Patton Becky Jones

Below, leader of the "Angels," owner Dickie Joe Ladner.

Farming Thousands of
Acres With

"Dickie Joe's Angels"
This southern farmer hires farm tough women to help

get the work done on this multi-thousand acre farm.

By Rich Thaemert

WpviCKiE Joe's Angels." That may
JL/sound like a remake of a popular

TV series, but it's not. These "angels" are

today's women in agriculture, and they

make up part of the labor force that

keeps things running smoothly at Ladner
Farms, a 20,000-acre soybean/ cattle oper-

ation in South Mississippi.

Says owner Dickie Joe Ladner, "We
compete with local industry for labor,

and there always seems to be a shortage.

We looked to women for help, and have
been very pleased. These gals take a lot

of pride in their work, and are probably
more conscientious about their equip-

ment than the men. What they lack in

muscle, they make up for in brains."

Dickie Joe started by hiring "angels"

to drive tractors, keep books and handle

other odd jobs. Today, one-third of the

45-person staff at Ladner Farms is

women. They range from 19 to 36 years

in age, and hail from all across the

southern states.

The angels are not to be taken lightly,

either. While angel Becky Jones cleans

the air filter on her tractor, angels

Kathleen Mills, Susan LaRochelle and
Cathy Ellett are driving four-wheel-

drive tractors, discing under some the

1 3,000 acres of ryegrass pasture that will

be doublecropped with soybeans.

Some miles away at the Ladner live-

stock office in Enshallah, angel (and
cowgirl) Teresa Bryant is roping a calf,

while angel Mary Patton checks figures

on a shipment of cattle. Ladner Farms
winter grazes 10,000 head of cattle, and
buys and sells another 100,000 head.

Whether it's in the field or in the office,

angels Joan Cravens, top, or cowgirl

Teresa Bryant, above, know how to get

the job done.

Many of those are bought as "mis-

managed" cattle, fed out or treated, then

sold for profit.

Meanwhile, at the Ladner Farm head-

quarters in Poplarville, angel Joan
Cravens codes some accounts payable

and enters them into the company's
microcomputer, while angel Carol
Magers wraps up a business deal over

the phone. Magers is manager and
comptroller at Ladner Farms and runs

the business when Dickie Joe is away.

Two years ago, she flew to Texas to sign

a $2 million deal for feed—an indication

LADNER: "These gals take a lot

ofpride in their work. . . . What

they lack in muscle, they make

upfor in brains."

of her business savvy and Dickie Joe's

trust.

The "angels" attract a lot of attention

from visitors. But they're only part of

the well-organized labor system at

Ladner Farms. This system is put to the

extreme test in the spring when cattle

must be pulled off pasture, seedbeds

prepared and soybeans planted.

The firm's 13,000 acres of soybeans

encompass 25 farms. The company farms
in six counties covering a 1 00-mile radius

of home base.

To keep things coordinated and run-

ning smoothly, the force splits into

(Continued on Page 44)
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1 reckon everything I own has to work for its keep.

;

No sense in havin' things that are just store-

pretty out here. Specially your boots. They take a

beating, sun up to sundown, every day. they

gotta be reaj tough to take that kind of treatment!

Thafs why I'd never trade the ones I'm wearin!

Those Wolverine folks sure know a thing or

two about makin' hard workin' boots"
'

.
!

America goes to work in

i h h

TT

{ 1_i 1

II
'

c 1984 Wolverine Woild Wide, Inc., Rockford, Ml 49351



"Our second man-to-man talk

was about seed corn."

"My Dad is real good about giving me the straight facts on
a lot of things, and especially about seed corn.

"He's been farming for years and if there's one thing

he takes seriously, it's the hybrids he plants. He's learned

from experience what works best on the land we farm and

over the years it's been Pioneer® brand hybrids.

"Someday I'll probably be making the decisions around

here. When it comes time to talk man-to-man with my son,

our second discussion will likely be about seed corn, too."
PIONEER
BRAND -SEED CORN

The Limitation of Warranty and remedy appearing on the label is part of the terms of sale.

Pioneer is a brand name; numbers identify varieties. "Registered trademark of Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., Des Moines, Iowa, U.S.A.



Making Your
Way Through College —

With Computers
Farmers are turning in droves to computers for help

in keeping records and making management

decisions. Some enterprising ag students help

finance their education by writing agricultural

computer programs.

By Gordon Billingsley

Reports of get-rich-quick computer
whizzes usually dazzle us with tales

of global war games or intergalactic

battles.

But there's a computer story set in a

part of the real world where tails are

more important than tales.

The heroes are some down-to-earth

college students who are helping finance

their educations by writing computer
programs that help farmers and others

in agriculture.

Students make as much as $500 to

$1,000 each for programs that trace

agricultural business sales, help farmers

design farm buildings or even programs
that teach farmers how to write their

own programs. Experts say such enter-

prising students are filling a market that,

until now, has lagged behind other

computer applications, such as those for

business and games.

Rose Roider, a graduate student in

agricultural education at Southern
Illinois University, wrote and copy-
righted a computer program that teaches

farmers how to program a computer.

She recently sold it to a ten-state voca-

tional agriculture education consortium
for $500.

"After I took a class in farm computer
programming, I helped teach the class

Below, some vo-ag high school students

are learning early how to write agricul-

tural computer programs.

and helped develop teaching materials

for an advanced level class," says Ms.
Roider. "I began writing this program
for use in that class, and some education

people at a national vocational education

conference got interested in it. They
suggested some changes and additions

that I used, and they bought it."

Carl Hortin, of Grayville, Illinois, is

the manager of a farm supply company's
seed division. He returned to school at a

local junior college to learn computer
programming.
One of his first projects was a program

to help his company analyze sales by
month, item and location of the branch
office. He then developed a program
that helps design farm buildings and
estimate their costs.

"I used to have to wade through a

manual about two inches thick looking

for specifications and price quotes to fit

together," Mr. Hortin says. "Now, any
farmer can sit down with me and by
making choices about windows, doors,

floor types, building size and so on, have
a complete list of materials and costs in

just a few minutes. All the farmer has to

do is make selections that appear on the

screen."

His program recently sold to a three-

state farm cooperative for $1,000.

Farmers are turning in droves to

computers for help in keeping records

and making management decisions. But

the complex and varied business of

farming has limited the number and
availability of farm programs.

"Many non-farm enterprises have

advantages over farm businesses in being

adapted to computerization," says James
Legacy, co-author of a textbook on
agricultural computing.

"Fast food or hardware chain stores

in California are very similar to such

stores in Texas or Maine. One set of

instructions could order goods, or keep

inventory for any store at any location,"

he says. "Farms and ranches, on the

other hand, typically have more business

differences than similarities. Supplies

needed by ranches on the eastern slope

of the Rockies may never be needed by

the citrus growers in Florida." •••
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Cattleman
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For the begin-

ner or experienced

showman. Tips on selecting,

care, feeding, grooming and
showing productive and efficient

Charolais and Charolais-cross

steers and heifers. Write for your

FREE copy today!

AMERICAN-INTERNATIONAL
CHAROLAIS ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 20247—Kansas City, Mo. 64195

816/891-6432
If you move, send both your old

and new addresses. Keep your

magazine coming.
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Big Jim Halters
Cuts Halter Brooking

Tlmo In Half
Results Guaranteed tj

£. 4 sizes ad|ust to any animal

^ Chrome Plated |

For information write- _

BIG JIM HALTER CO.
f 3138, Boerne, TX 78006

National Suffolk
Sheep

Association

Top meat producers. Top
breeders. It adds up . . . Suffolk

is the superior breed I For all

the details, write:

Box 324-F

Columbia.

Missouri 65205

BABY DUCKS. GEESE. TURKEYS. CHICKS. BANTAMS

Beautiful Varieties

and Fun to Raise

Heart of Missouri Hatcheries

Box 954A, Columbia, M0 65205

HAMPSHIRES...
Start your project with the
breed that has a bright future.

Write for information.

Jim Cretcher, Secretary

The American Hampshire Sheep Assn.
P.O. Box 345-F, Ashland, MO 65010 (314) 657901 2

GUARANTEED
10 YEARS!

$1.96
SALE

The knife tor
hunting, fish-

ing and al

around use Mir
ror polished. Im

rted stainless steel
Dlade honed to a razor's

edge Rugged Opens with
ck ot finger Locks Into po-

sition Blade will not close when
n use Press button in handle to

lose Safety finger guard Sure-grip
handle Balanced for target throw-

ing IF BROKEN WITHIN 10 YEARS. WE
WILL REPLACE AT NO CHARGE! Uae 30

daya. Money back if not pleased Regular price
$3 75 SAVE! SPECIAL SALE ONLY $1.96. Add 9*
postage, handling Remit total $2 95 ORDER NOWl

Midwest Knife Co
,
Dept B-536 9043 S Western Ave

Chicago. Ill 60620 Founded 1936 MAIL ORDERS ONLY'
Sturdy leather bail caae available - J 1.25 each.

BONUS! 2 kntvaa tor $4.98 poatpald. Excellent value.

February-March, 1984
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Angels
(Continuedfrom Page 40)

teams responsible for specific tasks such

as application, equipment, winter pas-

ture, summer crops and so on. Company
vehicles—all 45 of them—are equipped

with 100-watt radios that are linked to a

central dispatch system at headquarters.

Heavy equipment is hauled from field

to field on two flatbed trailers to save

time and wear on machinery. "If it's

raining at one end of the operation, we'll

load up and move somewhere else," says

Mr. Ladner.

Crews work around the clock during

planting season, with two shifts generally

working 12 to 16 hours each. Planting

begins early May and is finished in six

weeks.

All of Ladner Farms' soybeans are

doublecropped behind pasture, and all

are drilled. Drilled soybeans mean in-

creased yield potential and less labor,

since cultivations are eliminated.

A successful drilled soybean program
depends on fertility and weed control,

says farm manager Tommy Ellett, a

former FFA member and Alabama
state FFA president in 1973. He soil

tests the doublecropped acres twice a

year and applies prescription dry fertilizer

blends that include micronutrients to

ryegrass in the fall. Soybeans benefit

from residual fertility and extra soil tilth

when ryegrass is disced under in the

spring.

For weed control, the firm applies a

i

Help
Your
Chapter's
Treasury °*s^

CLIP AND COLLECT
CALF-MANNA CIRCLES

CONCENTRATED RATION

Each Circle Is Worth 25^ And They
Add Up To Bring Extra Money

Into Your Local Chapter
Clip out and save as many Carnation Calf-Manna Product

Weight Circles from 50 Lb. bags as you can. Carnation
Company Milling Division will redeem each of them for 25
cents in minimum quantities of 100. Ask the customers of your

Carnation Feed Dealer to help save them for you. Send at

least 100 at a time to the address below, and we will send
your Chapter a check for $25.00 or more. Checks cannot be
made payable to individual members or for less than $25.00.

Be sure to include exact name and address of your Chapter.

You may redeem the Circles up to April 1, 1985. They appear
only on 50 Lb Bags of Calf-Manna. Start saving them now. . .

.

and send to: Mr. Wayne MacMillan • Carnation Company
• Milling Division • 5045 Wilshire Blvd. • Los Angeles,

California 90036

(arnation (ompany
MILLING DIVISION

Los Angeles, Calif. 90036

preemergence treatment of Sencor for

broadleaves and Lasso for grasses. Says
Mr. Ellett, "We believe a preemergence

weed control program is extremely im-

portant in giving the soybeans a chance

Farm manager, Tom Ellett.

to get up and canopy quickly, so they

can shade out other weeds.

"We realize we may not get the rain

needed for activations, but that's the risk

we take. We just don't have time to

preplant incorporate. We've got too

many acres to cover," he says.

Later, Ladner Farms will apply post-

emergence herbicides to clean up "es-

cape" weeds. Ryegrass is flown on two
weeks before harvest on bean ground.

Mr. Ladner says as soybean leaves fall

off they form a good mulch on the soil

surface, which helps the ryegrass ger-

minate. "By the time the soybeans are

off, we already have a good stand of

ryegrass," he says.

Mr. Ladner says doublecropping is

part of the philosophy at Ladner Farms.

"We try to do everything we can to make
this business work, especially when the

economy is so bad. That means utilizing

your land year round if you can." •••

"*•«*»

"It can 'l be out ofgas. Just this morning dad
said the carburetor was flooded."

The NationalFUTURE FARMER



HORSE SENSE
GOT HER
THE CENTS

K»*iL% " ' «
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Annique Cohen
Madison, Wisconsin

Not only did Annique win $250, Congratulations to Annique and
but, more important, she earned the regional, state and chapter

the honor of being the 1983 Na- FFA Horse Winners. The American
tional FFA Horse Proficiency Quarter Horse Association is

Award Winner. pleased to continue sponsorship

of the FFA Horse Awards Program

in 1984

Films and instructional literature available, free.

American Quarter Horse Association
Dept. FFA

Amarillo, Texas 79168

The World's Most Versatile Horse

AQHA
American Quarter Horse Association



From Start to Finish
Kelly Horton wanted to raise hogs for an SOE program,

but living in town made it nearly impossible. Here's how
one FFA member created her own farm project —
without benefit of a farm.

By Michael Wilson

Someday, Kelly Horton will attend a

job interview and be asked the ques-

tion, "Do you have a farm background?"
Although she lives inside the city limits

of Elko, Nevada, Kelly's honest answer

will be a confident "yes."

FFA'er Kelly currently serves as

Nevada state president. By most stan-

dards her FFA background is common
for young FFA achievers: strong leader-

ship skills, a talented public speaker.

Where she differs from most is her

unique "start to finish" SOE program.
With help from her father Louie Horton
and Elko ag instructor Jim Cooney,
Kelly began a hog operation as a fresh-

man where she not only produces hogs;

she markets them, has them processed,

and delivers the meat products to her

customers.

And she does it all without benefit of

a home farm.

"I'd always grown up working with

animals," says Kelly, a confident, bubbly
18-year-old. "I also saw there was a

service I could provide to the commu-
nity and hopefully make some money
for school. I realized that through my
project I could raise the funds to head
for college.

"Hog prices weren't exactly what they

were supposed to be during my four

years of high school," she laughs. "But I

survived."

Kelly makes it sound easy. But there

were several challenges she faced when
she first sought to start a hog operation.

Finding a place to raise the animals was
her first consideration.

"When I first started off I talked with

some local people in hopes that 1 could

rent from them," says Kelly. She first

found a friend who let her keep swine at

a ramshackle old place that didn't have
water—so Kelly carried water in five-

gallon buckets for two years. "There was
no electricity either, so we experimented
with propane heaters for heat lamps,"

she remembers.

Deciding how to market the hogs was
another challenge. In sparsely-populated

Nevada, few hog market outlets exist;

none in Elko. She decided to sell her

products door-to-door by taking orders

among neighbors for particular cuts of

meat. Kelly's public speaking experi-

ence—she won the state prepared speak-

ing contest as a sophomore, the extem-
poraneous contest as a junior—helped

immensely. Getting along with people
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Above, Kelly Horton started a hog production program from scratch, renting

buildings and carrying water when water wasn't always available.

has never been a problem for Kelly.

"One thing I learned was that because

I had a better quality product, people

were loyal," she recalls. "But when eco-

nomic times got rougher, and unem-
ployment was up, I learned I had to keep
my price comparable to grocery store

prices in order to keep my customers."

Kelly also did some "on-the-job" re-

search to help her marketing plan. "When
I first started out I tried selling whole
hogs, but people don't like to have all

that pork on their hands at once. An
average family usually eats about a half-

hog in six months."
Kelly started developing new ways to

market her hogs. She sent letters de-

scribing her service. "I gave bonus dis-

counts for each new customer a regular

customer would bring in. I tried selling

certain products to certain segments of

the community.
"Basically it was a challenge to find

out different ways to market my product.

It was a big eye-opener."

Kelly faced two more challenges:

getting supplies and having the hogs
processed. The nearest feed store and
hog processing business was over 150

miles north in Twin Falls, Idaho. "This

was the closest feed distributor for a

reasonable cost," says Kelly. "But I

couldn't afford to just go up there for

one job. I'd pick up a load of feed and a

load of processed meat at the same time.

Gas prices really contributed to my
costs." Kelly keeps two large freezers in

the family garage for storage.

Kelly first became interested in raising

hogs as an eighth-grader in California.

"When I first started I wanted to go into

purebred Durocs, but in Nevada there's

really not a market for purebred or

registered animals," she says. She then

turned to cross-breeding.

"What I try to accomplish in my
breeding, because I'm commercial, is a

three-way cross," she says. "What I'd

like to do is have a third of the mothering

breed Yorkshire or Landrace, and two
thirds be a meat breed— Duroc, Hamp-
shire or Spot. That's what I've accom-
plished in my latest pigs."

Clearly Kelly's knowledge of the hog
business is impressive. But it's a case of

"hands-on" experience at its most basic

level. "Being so far away from other

breeders, you learn by experience," she

says. "And when I say experience, that

includes my ag teachers and vo-ag class.

If I have a problem, I call them." Mr.
Horton, a former ag teacher, was also a

big asset.

Kelly is now a freshman at the Uni-

versity of Nevada, with plans to study

agricultural communications and pre-

law after transferring to Oklahoma State

next year. Although her long-range goal

called for a project which would earn

her money for college, poor hog prices

and an effort to repay a $5,000 loan left

her little savings for college. "But quite a

few scholarships I received were because

of activities in FFA," she adds.

"And besides, the experience has been

great." •••
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JOINANARMY
WDON'THAVE TO
'VEHOMEFOR.

If you're a high school student, 17 or older,

you can start enjoying many of the benefits that come
with serving in the Army— by joining your local

Army Reserve.

You'll earn a good extra income. And you'll

have an opportunity to learn a valuable skill. We
have hundreds to choose from. And to help you
decide which skill you're best suited for, we'll test you
before you enlist.

After you sign up, it's off to basic training

for eight weeks to get into the best shape ofyour life.

Next comes a few months of intensive hands-on
skill training at an Army school. (If you're in high

school or college, you can split this training between

two summers.) That's probably the longest time

you'll be away from home.

When you get back, you'll train one weekend
a month (usually two eight-hour days) with your

Reserve unit. Since most of your meetings will be at

your local Reserve center, you'll go home Saturday

evenings and return on Sunday. Plus, you'll spend

two weeks in annual training each summer.
So serve your country in a way that will make

you feel right at home— with your local Army Reserve.

For more information, contact your local

Reserve recruiter. Call toll free: 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY RESERVE.
BEALLYOUCANBE.



New inAgriculture
: Left, Suzuki introduces the "Quadrunner
LT185," which features nearly 200cc of

four-stroke power from a twin dome
combustion chamber powerplant. Right,

Dairy Equipment Company introduces

the "Bou-Matic," a new computerized
feed managment system which enables

a dairyman to program the desired ration

of feed concentrates for each cow in a

herd of up to 450 cows. *

Below left, ' AG-BAG" now offers what they call a "balage"

bag in four-foot, five-foot and six-foot sizes. The bale bag
enables farmers to provide oxygen-free "forage storage."

Right, Digital Equipment Corporation's new Rainbow 100

computer, combined with third-party software, can assist

farmers in managing businesses more efficiently. f

jy. \

Below right, the "Shoof" system is a new, inexpensive and
highly reliable method for treating hoof problems of horses

and cattle. For more information, write Vet Brand Inc., P.O.

Box 409, Harbor City, CA 90710-0409. Y

Federal Spiffire

Hyper-velocity22
Spitfire delivers a muzzle velocity of 1500 feet per
second-20 percent faster than conventional high
speed long rifle cartridges. It has a hard-hitting, flat-

shooting 33-grain copper-plated, truncated cone bullet.

The shape and depth of the hollow point are calculated

to provide dramatic __»««_ — >
impact for plinking and I~i~lMt~t*m/A M
improved expansion at _ 'stTJ^ZUTI'„fITj;^?!-,.,
!««„«.. i,. „;«„ .«.„.*<. FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION
longer hunting ranges. Minneapolis, mn 55402

Above, Jim Mackereth, vice president of

the Penn State chapter of Collegiate

Future Farmers of America, and a junior

in Agricultural Education, talks with Pro-

fessor Richard Stinson, author of the

new book, "Greenhouse Crop Produc-

tion." The book promotes new technol-

ogy and efficient greenhouse manage-
ment.
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Strong tractors
from a strong company
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News, .Notes*~>*-m News, . iNoies, 4-^ ana nonsense if

{ hauler Scoou
and Nonsense from Everywhere

by Jack Pitzer

Rosemary Castro reported the Green-

hands of Kofa, AZ, had to perform skits

during their inititation.

N-N-N

Coleen Lancaster of Dorman, SC,

FFA won the great Greenhand race

which was a series of 20 steps toward

earning the degree which all new mem-
bers had to complete. It consisted of

various little steps and a major quiz.

N-N-N

FFA participated in the Honor Society

carnival at the Moriarty, NM, school

and operated a sponge throw booth

which attracted lots of customers since

faculty members and school administra-

tors were on hand to put their faces up as

targets.

N-N-N

They made 35 gallons of apple butter

to finance next year's chapter banquet at

Charles Town Junior High in WV.

N-N-N

Four Hickory Flat, MS, members
participated in the county fair and came
home with the champion and reserve

champions in Yorkshire gilts, market
hogs and commercial heifers.

N-N-N

The Daviess County, KY, FFA entry

in the Owensboro Christmas parade

took honorable mention.

N-N-N

White House, TN, Chapter repre-

sented their state in the national invita-

tional parliamentary procedure contest

in Carthage, MO, just prior to the

National FFA Convention.

N-N-N

Greenhands in Wallowa, OR, con-

ducted a turkey raffle in November to

raise extra money to help pay for their

new FFA jackets. Turkeys were gifts

from local merchants.

N-N-N

Evidently it's getting to be a habit for

Advisor Steve Barnett to have a flat tire

on the way to national convention from
Broken Arrow, OK.

N-N-N

The Mountain Home, AR, Chapter

members along with Advisor King and
School Superintendent Hunter spent

the day before Thanksgiving doing yard-

work at the home of local veterinarian

Dr. Riley in appreciation for his support

of the new FFA livestock show barn.

Wapella, IL, FFA and FHA organ-
ized a fun activity for their community
on Halloween night and sponsored a

party for children in their community.
N-N-N

Members of the month for Zillah,

WA, Chapter are Cheryl Lantis and
Rena Nash, chairman and vice chair-

man of the earnings and savings com-
mittee. It was their hard work that made
the fall concession stand sales and Fright

Night film festival a success.

N-N-N

The Cumberland Valley, PA, FFA
Olympics were held in October at the ag
shop where about 30 members parti-

cipated in various contests and some
even won a pie-in-the-face award!

N-N-N

Moriarty, NM, horticulture FFA
members made pompoms for cheer-

leaders at their school this fall.

N-N-N

"Death In The Fast Lane" was a film

shown by the Baytown, TX, police

officer who spoke to the Robert E. Lee
FFA for the program on teenage drink-

ing and driving . Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers also were part of the program
for 80 members in attendance.

N-N-N

Holton, KS, FFA sponsored a booth

at the county fair and surveyed the fair-

goers about any interest in forming a

local alumni affiliate.

N-N-N

Anamosa, IA, members were taught

how to lay sod by a member's father

who is also a nurseryman. Then they put

their new skills to work and layed 20,000

square feet as part of their work on their

school landscaping project.

N-N-N

The basketball team of the Lebanon
Regional FFA Alumni Affiliate in CT,
has a new coach ready to take on other

teams in their area including nearby
alumni teams. They call themselves

Alumni Astros.

N-N-N

In Woodstock, IL, when the com-
munity has its Christmas clearing house

and collects clothes, food and toys for

the others, it is the FFA who represents

the high school of the community in the

project by contributions and work.

N-N-N

Gilroy, CA, will use the $1,200 they

made selling cheese and sausage for.

their trip to the Cow Palace.

N-N-N

Members of the North Mahaska FFA
in New Sharon, IA, make high tensile

wire gates to sell.

N-N-N

Corduroy Connection is the name of

a work opportunity session for Indiana

FFA Chapters at the state leadership

camp. Members are encouraged to con-

tribute time during the year doing chores

like raking leaves, cleaning gutters,

shoveling snow or hauling hay.

Chapter officers in the Northwest
District of KS, have an annual new and
old officers picnic.

N-N-N

FFA made and ignited the "flaming

M" for the homecoming game at McKay
High School in Salem, OR.

N-N-N

TripletsjoinedtheFFAat Tecumseh,

OK, Sheila, Kristen and Clay Harwell.

N-N-N

Wapella, IL, Alumni sponsored a

hamburger fry for the FFA chapter they

support. And beat them in a softball

game 20 to 7.

N-N-N

An alligator chewed the bobber off of

the Avon Park, FL, Chapter reporter's

fishing line at an officer's retreat.

N-N-N

Fremont, MI, paid for their trip to

national convention by cutting firewood.

N-N-N

Ruby Mountain, NV, FFA butchered

a lamb as part of their classroom work
and then barbequed it for the faculty.

N-N-N

National Farm Safety Week was ob-

served in Scottsburg, IN, by the FFA
officers showing safety films to the local

elementary schools.

N-N-N

This year 160 members and parents

attended the Mt. Pleasant, TX, FFA
hamburger fry which included the ad-

vancement of 45 members to Green-

hand and 28 members to Chapter
Farmer.

N-N-N

Let's hear about what your chapter is

planning for the spring. And share sto-

ries about the chapter's FFA Week
activities. Be specific and tell how the

members got involved, what they had to

do to make it a success and if it was fun.
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Faster feedlot gains.

Sired by Simmental.

AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION ®

American Simmental Association, 1 Simmental Way, Bozeman, Montana 59715, Phone: 406-587-4531



An Interview With Actor

Eddie Albert
Star of stage and screen, Eddie Albert is also a vocal supporter of vocational

agriculture and the Future Farmers of America.

Editor's note: it's not often that the

Future Farmers of America is linked

with major television orfilm personali-

ties. But when actor Eddie Albert made
a surpriseguest appearance before 22, 000
appreciative FFA members during the

1981 National FFA Convention two
years ago, he sparked a mutual love

affair.

Although acting made him famous,
Mr. Albert has other interests when he is

offstage. He has never been personally

involved in FFA. But he is a long-lime

suppporter of vocational agriculture,

recently volunteering his services to a

new national FFA Public Service Cam-
paign , which will be aired across

the nation on television, radio andprint

media during national FFA WEEK,
February 18-25, 1984. He is also an
environmentalist and strong supporter

of soil conservation and agriculture in

general.

He isprobably best knownfor his role

as the city-slicker-turned-farmer in the

hit television comedy series, "Green
Acres," which ran on CBSfrom 1965 to

1971. From 1975 to 1977, he starred in

the highly-rated CBS series, "Switch.

"

Today, between roles on Broadway
and in films, Mr. Albert devotes much
ofhis time to learning about the world-

wide problems ofhunger, poverty, pol-

lution and soil erosion, and finding

solutions to those problems.

Here are exerpts from our exclusive

interview:

FUTURE FARMER: Have you al-

ways been such an avid supporter of

vocational agriculture?

ALBERT: For the last 20 years, I'd

say. When I became an actor 40 years

ago, I went off in a different direction

and lived in New York, for the Broadway
stage, and then to Hollywood. About 20

years ago 1 started growing my own
food. We grew practically all our own
vegetables right in the middle of town.

And yes, I did plow up the front lawn of

my house in Hollywood, and planted it

in corn. I've got fresh corn coming all

summer long and well into the early fall.

FUTURE FARMER: Did you have
any comments from your actor friends

about plowing up the front lawn?

ALBERT: Yes, Karl Maiden said to

me, 'Hey, I'm going to do that too!' I dug
up the front yard partly because I hated

to see that space unused, but also because
I was aware of the fact that the front

S2

yard is news; I was trying to get people

to grow their own food. I said to myself,

my greenhouse in back is not news; it's

just somebody growing some food. But
if I plant the front yard, everybody will

say 'What is he doing?' And the news-
papers will come out and cover it, which
they still do today. It's funny, because

people will come up to me and say, 'Hey,

how's your garden?' They don't ask me
about a picture or TV.
FUTURE FARMER: Do people

connect that with your popular TV
series, "Green Acres?"

ALBERT: They ask me, but there

was no connection. I was doing that

long before Green Acres.

FUTURE FARMER: While we're

on the subject: what about "Green
Acres?" Do you think that helped or

hurt the farmer's image?
ALBERT: I think it was a marvelous

TV show. Actually it's shown all over

the world now. Everywhere I go,

Malaysia, Africa, South America, people

come up and say 'Hello, we see you on
"Green Acres;'" or in Spanish, it's called

"The Happy Farmer." It made me kind

of a world citizen.

But I wonder if it helped the farmer.

Below, Eddie Albert donned an FFA windbreaker for the PSA announcements.
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One of the big problems I'm trying to

work on is that the general public

considers the farmer as kind of "lower"

than the city fellows, which is really not

true. Vaudeville and other comedians

helped that image, and I'm not sure

whether "Green Acres" added to that or

detracted, because in the show, while all

the farmers were outwitting me, the city

man, nonetheless it made some of the

farmers look foolish. I suppose it was
some good and some bad.

I know all the rural people I see loved

the show. They always ask about it. I

was in the Macy parade recently and as I

rode down the various avenues on the

float, people started singing the Green

Acres theme song all along the line of

the parade, I was very impressed. In the

"We've got to inform city

people... that milk doesn't come

from bottles, it comesfrom
cows, and so on. I said years

ago that thefarmer is the

number one citizen. People

looked at me like I was nuts.

"

main, I think it's done a lot of good. I

hope so.

FUTURE FARMER: What about

your decision to become a spokesperson

for FFA—how did that come about?

ALBERT: I think it was an outgrowth

of my lifetime interest in conservation

that led me into problems facing the

farmer. What was he going to do? As I

was going around the country, I began

to see about ten years ago that the soil

was eroding very rapidly. The Soil Con-
servation Society told me that topsoil

has disappeared from 1 8 inches down to

6 inches. When that goes, it dawned on
me then we go. The problem right now is

that the loss of our topsoil is really

frightening. The frightening part of it is

they blame the farmer.

The solution is to educate the public.

To say 'look, you're a city man, but your

food comes from that farmer and you
can't expect him to pay $500 an acre for

terracing and put that money up himself.'

We've got to do it and help the farmer

out. He'll take his share of the cost of

course, but soil conservation is a national

problem, not a farmer's problem. It's an
economic problem for the whole nation

for centuries to come. I've been writing

and talking about it, and it's really

become part of my life.

The problem is getting so terrifying.

America doesn't realize it, but what
we're doing to the farmer, we're doing to

ourselves. We're going to pay the big bill

as well as the farmer, in production and
costs.

FUTURE FARMER: What kind of

effect do you hope the new Public

February-March, 1984

Service Announcements will have when
people all over the country see you on
TV supporting FFA and vo-ag?

ALBERT: For one thing, it will give

me a lot of prestige to be associated with

FFA (laughs).

I hope it will help strengthen FFA
and inform city people of what's going

on out in the country; that milk doesn't

come from bottles, it comes from cows,

and so on. We've got to educate the

nation of the importance of the farmer. I

said years ago, the farmer is the number
one citizen and people looked at me like

I was nuts. They think that industry is

very important, and the big cities. I

pointed out that New York wouldn't

even be here if it weren't for agriculture.

Chicago wouldn't be there if it weren't

for agriculture. Our big universities, our

art museums wouldn't exist without

agriculture. Agriculture is the start of

America, the start of America's income.

The income from the agricultural area

makes the other corporate industries

look like tiny Mom and Pop candy
stores.

When you put the farmer in a position

not to buy a new tractor, you're putting

people out of a job in Detroit, in

industry. A wheel in a factory doesn't

turn until somebody in a truck comes up
and unloads a raw material—grain,

coal, anything. Those dollars go right up
the processing ladder to packaging,

heating, melting, separating, transpor-

tation, freezing, etc.

We have got to educate industry and
people in government, that the whole
nation of America thrives on the farmer.

FUTURE FARMER: What can FFA
members do to support your message?

ALBERT: The big problem is that

the farmer doesn't have the opportunity

to join hands with the next door farmer.

Like a lot of people, he just hates the

idea of politics. I don't blame him.

That's where it starts. We can move
ahead only so fast. These are the realities

of existence, and I know that. But we
must keep trying, not in an antagonistic

or adversary way, but as part of things

we have to solve, part of the problems to

solve.

Long before I was an actor, I was a

citizen and a son and a brother and a

father and a friend. Those things take

priority—long before you make a living

as an actor. I'm very much concerned

with the health of America, both political

health, economic health and nutritional

health of our people. I travel a great deal

and as I travel I realize more and more
how rich and how lucky I am to have

been born here. When I look at some of

the places I could have been born, I can't

wait to get back here. I really appreciate

and fairly understand what a great piece

of luck we have had, those of us here. I

would like to pay it back. I was born
with a debt. I hope I can pay back that

debt before I check out. •••

TARPAULINSHMVY
DUTY

2 YR WORKMANSHIP
WARRANTY

REINFORCED POLYETHYLENE BLUE - 100% WATERPROOF -
WELDED SEAM8 RESIST TEAR8 AND WEATHERING - SUN
TREATED - QROUMET8 AT 3 FT - DOUBLE-STITCHED
DACRON-SEWN ROPE HEMS - REPAIRABLE

AVERAGE LIFE 13 SEASONS

SIZE

8x10

10x12

12x16

10x20

12x24

10x30

16x20

18x24

12x46

20x30

PRICE

$ 6.00

$9.00

$16.00

$19.00

$25.00

$27.00

$29.00

$31.00

$39.00

$41.00

SIZE

10x60

14x48

20x40

20x50

26x40

30x40

26x55

30x60

40x50

50x100

PRICE

$41.00

$53.00

$63.00

$73.00

$84.00

$95.00

$99.00

$110.00

$129.00

$330.00
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SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER CREDIT CARDS TO:

AMERICAN TARP MFG
319 W. 17TH ST.. LA, CA 90015
TOLL FREF nsooi 421-9055
* ^^"™"™ iWiW C A RESIDENTS ONLY

$50.00 Credit Card Minimum 1 (800) 252-2295
GUARANTEED

SHIPPED UPS freight COLLECT - RETURN IN 10 DAVS FOR REFUND LESS
(HEIGHT G HANDLING - PRICES 8GB.1ECT TO SUPPLY - CALIFORNIA
RESIDENTS ADO o'-v SALES TAX

•3 OO HA N DLINQ EACH TARP
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YOUR
Name
$535

Let us embroider your name, farm, or business name on

your cap. Personalized caps from 1 to dozens Mesh,
denim or insulated caps Guaranteed or your money
back (Other emblem designs and hat colors available)

$5.95 plus $0 35 shipping/handling

4 caps/$23.20 plus $1.40 shipping/handling

Please shi p_

Mesh

Blue

Red

caps. Imprint

Denim

D unlined

lined

limit 2 lines

Insulated

Blue

Red

Check Master Card CVISA D Am Express D Diners Club

Exp Pate

SEND FREE FARM SUPPLY CATALOG
Ear Tags. Tools. Clothes, Truck Accessories, Housewares. Gifts & More'!

phone toll free 1-800-443-4934

Name

Address.

City

State .Zip.

Modern Farm Catalog

833 Big Horn Avenue, Cody, Wyoming 82414
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Planer Molder Saw

3 KeT TOOLS
in/

Now you can use this ONE power-feed shop to turn
rough lumber into moldings, trim, flooring, furniture—ALL popular patterns. RIP-PLANE-MOLD . . . sepa-
rately or all at once with a single motor. Low Cost
. . . You can own this power tool for only $50 down.

30^ay FREE Trial! ^gTacts
NO OBLIGATION-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

RUSH COUPON FOLEY BELSAW CO

HIM S04AQ FIELD BLOC
TODAYf^SUr Kansas city. mo. 64in
r ^^ 1

Foley-Belsaw Co
90440 Field Bldg

Kansas City. Mo 64111

|~1 YF*> Please send me complete facts aboutJ
' «» PLANER - MOLDER - SAW and

details about 30-day trial offer.

Name,

Address.

City

State

Free
Fund
Raisins
Ideas
Catalog

Each year. Revere Company helps
thousands of school, church, civic and
social groups (just like yours) earn the
money they need. Our colorful catalog
contains all ol the latest, most lucrative
products and programs available to fund
raisers. You can have a free copy sent
directly to you simply by calling toll-free or
mailing this coupon. Order now!

1-800/528-6050 Ext.147
In Ariz. 1-800/352-0458 Ext. 147

To Revere Company
Department G45
Scranton, PA 18504-0119

Please send me Revere s latest 'Catalog ol

Fund-Raising Ideas
"

Name

Group

Address

City/State/Zip

AMIHICAS l om MOM FUND RAISING CONSU11ANT

FFAiirAtttion

1983 champs in the national invitational parliamentary procedure contest held just

prior to the National FFA Convention in Missouri were from Crescent City, Florida,

shown with their advisor. They were one of twelve state entries to compete for the
championship.

A Totally Lawful Contest
The sixth annual national invitational

parliamentary procedure contest was
held at Carthage, Missouri, on Novem-
ber 8 and 9, 1983. During the past six

years 60 teams, 51 chapters and 458
members have participated in this event.

The previous winners were: 1978-Car-

thage, Missouri; 1979-Colton, Washing-
ton; 1980-Ozark, Missouri; 1981-

Mariner— Everett, Washington; 1982-

Bradley—Cleveland, Tennessee; and
1983-Crescent City, Florida.

Tuesday was reserved for acquainting

participants with rules, judges, host

families and a qualifying round of the

contest was held. A banquet sponsored
by area businesses was held Tuesday
evening for sponsors, judges, advisors

and participants.

Participants stay in the homes of

Carthage FFA members in order to

exchange FFA awareness among states

and chapters.

The final contest demonstrations
began at 8 a.m. on Wednesday. The
demonstrations last up to ten minutes
and teams werejudged on their ability to

use parliamentary procedure. Con-
testants were also given written exami-
nations.

The teams involved this year were:

Dawson, Minnesota; Gainesville, Mis-

souri; Ainsworth, Nebraska; Carencro
High— Lafayette, Louisiana; Elkton,

South Dakota; Michigantown, Indiana;

Hill City, Kansas; Palouse, Washington;
Osage, Iowa; White House, Tennessee;

Crescent City, Florida and Katy, Texas.

(Jim Honey, Advisor)

Comparison Bean Shopping
The Findley, Illinois, FFA rented 70

acres from the railroad in which we
planted 27 different varieties of soybeans

provided by 1 1 different companies.

During the summer all the members of

the chapter had to put at least five hours

in on the farm in order to go to the

national tractor pulls.

In September we held a field day at

which representatives from the 1 1 dif-

ferent companies had a chance to talk to

area farmers who came about their

varieties of beans.

The top five highest yielding varieties

were Landers-3710 which made 53.91

bu.; Agro-Soy-64 " which made 39.71

bu.; Agro-Soy-3 1 which made 38.97 bu.;

Agro-Soy-46 which made 37. 14 bu.; and
Tabor-3230 which made 37.96 bu. (David
Keown, Reporter)

Convention Travelers
The trip to the National FFA Con-

vention on Tuesday, November 8, for

six FFA members and two sponsors
representing the Melrose, New Mexico,
Chapter was an interesting one.

The first stop on our trip was at Iowa
Beef Processing Plant near Amarillo,
Texas. We were taken on a tour through
the plant to learn how beefwas processed.

(Continued on Page 56)
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Eagerness to Move Forward

Above: Matt helps his father, Earl, the

Marion FFA Chapter Advisor, mix
chemicals in the classroom for a soil

test.

Left: Matt and his brother, Ron, who
was recently elected National FFA
President, tighten a strand of wire

near the corral built by Matt (left).

Below: Matt checks the contents of a

farm first aid kit he constructed and
stocked.

Matt Wineinger, Marion, Kansas
1983 National Home and
Farmstead Improvement Winner

Matt Wineinger is eager to develop his future as a cattle

rancher. His activities in the FFA Home and Farmstead

Improvement Program have been vital to his plan.

As part of that program, Matt maintained fences and
constructed a corral on a 1 60-acre pasture he owns with his

brother. He also built calving and show stalls in the barn,

repainted it and other outbuildings.

His future plans include converting the homestead area

of his land into a ranch headquarters with office, exhibition

and sale buildings. Matt and his brother intend to expand
their present herd of 50 registered Angus cattle to 500
head.

In addition, Matt constructed a porch, patio and sidewalk

at his family's home, planted shrubs, reseeded the yard and
constructed a decorative split-rail fence. He also installed all

the wiring and plumbing in the house.

FFA provided a firm foundation for Matt's goals, plus

support and guidance to develop his interests.

The Upjohn Company is proud to be the sponsor of the

FFA Home and Farmstead Improvement Program. The

people at Upjohn think it's important to work together with

young people like Matt and his fellow FFAers to make the

American farm a better place on which to work and live.

Helping young people to develop their ambitions and

move forward to success is important for all of us.

Upjohn, TUCO, Cobb and Asgrow Organizations

Agricultural Division of The Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Michigan
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Then we stopped at Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma, where we visited the famous
National Cowboy Hall of Fame. Every-

one enjoyed it. We ate a good meal and
returned to our motel for the night. The
next morning we were on our way to

Kansas City and stopped at Claremar,

Oklahoma, to visit the Will Rogers

Memorial.
We finally arrived at Kansas City at 5

p.m. on Wednesday and began our

participation in the National FFA Con-
vention.

Police Duty and FFA
Becoming a police cadet is an unique

activity for an FFA member in Indiana.

Terrie Fields, a senior in the Delta,

Indiana, vo-ag department is determined

to make it as a police officer someday.

Terrie has had the pleasure of working
with several civic organizations, the

Indiana State Police, the Jerry Lewis

Telethon and several divisions of the

Muncie Police Department.
She has had professional training in

the areas of first aid, accident investi-

gation, firearms training, directing traffic,

communications, building search and
fingerprinting.

Her present duties in the crime pre-
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The Heavy-Duty Filter People

J. A. BALDWIN mfg co., kearney, Nebraska 68847

subsidiary of J. L Clark Manufacturing Co.

r"--"-"---» - -

-

Please send free

Farm Equipment
Maintenance and
Filter Guide.

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY

Name

Address

J. A. BALDWIN MFG. CO.
Ag Education Dept. NA-024
Kearney, Nebraska 68847

City

State Zip

FFA member Terrie Fields is a police

cadet and is supervised by patrolman

Larry Brown and Sergeant Don Riddle.

vention division are working with the

Neighborhood Crime Watch program.

Cows for Cash
A check for $1,100 was the result

from a recent dairy cattle consignment

auction sponsored by the Hayfield,

Minnesota, FFA Chapter.

Gary Heydt, a licensed auctioneer,

was president of the Hayfield FFA in

1979-80, and continues to maintain his

membership in the chapter. He was the

spearhead for the auction from its in-

ception, lining up cattle to be consigned

and the facilities for the sale.

The local FFA members provided

much of the promotion plus the labor to

wash and clip the cattle prior to the sale.

According to Camp Courage authorities,

the dairy cattle consignment auction is a

first in innovative fund-raising activities

for the camp.
Camp Courage, located in Golden

Valley, is open to individuals of all ages

who are handicapped by blindness,

hearing impairments, cerebral palsy,

muscular dystrophy and other causes.

The $1,100 donation will provide four

one-week camperships for individuals at

the Courage Center. (Frank K. Moon,
Advisor)

Hayfield, Minnesota, FFA President Phil

Burns, left, and former member Gary

Heydt, present a check for $1,100 from

the FFA to John Dumont, the community
relations director for Camp Courage.

Spanish to English

For the first time in FFA history a

native-born Puerto Rican FFA member
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was a national officer candidate.

Juan Perez, 1983 American Farmer
degree recipient from San Sebastian,

Puerto Rico, was nominated by his

association. He owns ten acres and
raised bananas, coffee and oranges to

earn his degree.

Juan had been state president in

Puerto Rico and had been to the State

Presidents' Conference and to the na-

tional convention. However, he lacked

proficiency in using English as his major
language. And so the prospects of the

national officer interviews seemed bleak.

That was until state Executive Secre-

tary David Vazques contacted Rob
Hovis, former national FFA officer, now
a vo-ag instructor in Ohio. Mr. Hovis

had traveled to the Puerto Rico FFA
and knew the program and the language.

So in August, Juan flew to the main-
land on a self-designed get-experience-

within-our-own-nation exchange. He
arrived just in time for the county fair

and even got roped into working in the

food stand with all the teachers.

Soon his presence in Convoy, Ohio,

was a popular topic—even at the local

coffee shop. One morning Juan provided

a sample of his island's coffee and the

owner brewed a pot of Puerto Rican

coffee for all to taste.

Between August

and the November
convention, Juan
visited members,
audited classes,

stayed with former

state officers Tim
and Kelly Wood
and Rick Metzger.

All the while

Juan was forced to speak English and
study about FFA. He operated a com-
bine and was totally involved in the

FFA in his home-away-from-home.

At the convention in November, Juan
was not elected to office, but his ex-

perience will certainly set an example for

members back in his state association

and in the collegiate FFA at the uni-

versity. ,_ . , „
(Continued on Page 58)

Juan Perez

"Farmers who have greenhouses shouldn't

grow hybrid corn."

OKLAHOMA
FARRIER'S
COLLEGE .

Bud Beaston

President and
Head Instructor of O.F.C.

8-Week Course

20-Week Course

New classes begin every Monday.

Federal Financial Aid

Available For Students
Who Qualify

For more information:

Rt. 2, Box 88WH
Sperry, Oklahoma 74073

Ph. 1-800-331-4061

£4Aa
WELDING SCHOOL, INC.

9363 E. 46th St., So.
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145

(918)627-2699

Without training a

terrible thing happens-
NOTHING

Dept. of Defense
reports indicate a need
for 100,000 more skilled

welders by 1990. Will

you be ready for these

well-paid jobs?

Train at the school selected by Amoco
Oil Co. as their training site for 1983-84.

ADVANCED PIPE WELDING OUR
SPECIALTY

Instruction in electric arc - oxy-

acetylene - Tig (Heliarc) - MIG - Railroad

- Blueprint - Fitting

ASK US ABOUT OUR
WELDER— FITTER TRAINING

Job Placement
Financial Aid Available

Send Coupon for Free Catalog

Name

Address

.

City

.Age.

State

Telephone..

.Zip.

February-March, 1984

Gunsmithing
Horse Management

Veterinary Technology

Good Jobs Are Available If You Have The Skills

Murray State College Can Provide You Specialized Training

Why not make a career out of something you

enjoy? At Murray State College you can earn

college credit and prepare yourself for an excellent

job in today's competitive workplace. Excellent

dormitory and living conditions are available on

campus.

Our Gunsmithing program can prepare you for a

position as a firearms salesman, gunsmith, factory

service representative or owner/manager of a gun-

smith shop or sporting goods store

Our Horse Management program gives you op-

portunities for everything from stable foreman to

manager of a breeding farm or foaling attendant.

If you're really interested in animals, consider our

Veterinary Technology. You could work as an

assistant to a practicing veterinarian or in other

positions from zoos to animal regulatory services.

For more details call joe R. Reid

Murray State College Phone 37 1-.:

BoxFF, Tishomingo OK 73460 or fill out the -rm below.

Name Phone

Address

City State
.

High school graduation date
.

Horse Management

I'm interested

Veterinary

"

Gunsmithing
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Moms To The Rescue
Each year, the California, Missouri,

Chapter has its annual barbeque which
is the main money-making project of the

whole year.

When the day of the barbeque arrives,

the mothers and officers start early since

it takes all day to prepare the meal.

Tickets go on sale at least two to three

weeks before the barbeque. This year

1 ,005 advanced tickets were sold. (Christy

Hagemeyer, Reporter)

This Project Is For The Birds
Lincoln-Way, Illinois, Chapter is

sponsoring a backyard wildlife program
for those persons interested in improving
and certifying their backyard for wildlife.

With the help of the FFA, citizens are

able to determine the needs of their

backyard, the improvements they wish

to add, develop a program to meet their

plans, and ultimately make their back-

yard official through the National Wild-

life Federation's Backyard Wildlife

program.
The three requirements of wildlife are

food, water and cover. The FFA will

show interested persons how to incor-

porate these needs as easily as possible

into their backyard. Another service

being offered by the chapter is a bulk

seed service for birdfeeders.

Third In The World
Merced, California, FFA dairyjudging

team ranked highest of all USA teams

competing at the International FFA
Judging Days in Edinburgh, Scotland.

This team placed third in the world in

June, 1983, after winning the national

FFA title in November, 1982.

The team's coach and instructor Steve

Gomes says that although the bulk of

the squads competing were from Scot-

land, competitors were from Belgium,

France, Switzerland and West Germany.
Unlike FFA dairy judging contests in

the U.S. where three-person teams
compete, Scotland competition requires

two-person squads. The Merced team,

which placed third, was composed of

Matt Nunesand Dante Migliazzo. Bobby
Silviera, the third person of the national

winning team, teamed up with 4-H
champion team member from Ohio.

The contest consisted of two classes of

Ayrshire, a Scottish breed, and two
classes of British Friesen. Students were
given eight minutes to judge each class

instead of 12 minutes as in the United

States.

"I was really satisfied with the trip,"

said Advisor Gomes, "from the stand-

point that the students were able to see

another country's system and develop a

greater appreciation for what we are

doing here. Sometimes you don't know

People Movers
This year the Macon, Missouri, members built a tram for the Missouri Farm Bureau

Federation. The tram was a chapter service project and was used at the Missouri

State Fair in August to transport people. Due to the extreme heat during the fair, a

large number of people used the tram. The project was financed by the Farm Bureau

and cost approximately $1,500 to build. The FFA received a monetary donation for

their efforts.

how good you are until you have some-
thing to compare with."

Other highlights of the trip came after

the competition when the team toured

London and other spots of interest and
lived for several days with English host

families. (Mike MacKenzie, Advisor)

On Top Of The Hill

Freddie Ferrell, right, served as a page
for Congressman James Jones, left, from

April to June. Freddie is a member of the

Owasso, Oklahoma, FFA and came to

Washington, D.C. after completing his

sheep showing in the spring. He was
nominated after being interviewed by a

member of the congressman's staff in

Oklahoma. Freddie has been very in-

volved in FFA public speaking events

and discovered the political scene an

interesting one.

Dancing In The Hay
The Meridian, Idaho, Chapter spon-

sors an annual Harvest Hoedown in the

agriculture shop. The dance is to raise

money for FFA activities held through-

out the year.

There are four committees needed to

organize the dance. A decorations

committee is in charge of gathering

straw bales to put around the shop as

scenery. The earnings and savings com-
mittee is in charge of ticket sales. A con-

cessions committee is in charge of pro-

viding refreshments. The recreations

committee sets up the music.

A major part of the dance is the

harvest queen contest. (Renee Dennis)

Troubleshooters
The small gas engines troubleshooting

team from the Mars Hill, Maine, Chapter

took the gold award and first place

honors at the Eastern States Exposition

in West Springfield, Massachusetts.

Members on the team were Wayne
Oneal and Vinal Fletcher.

The Eastern States competition con-

sisted of state winners from the 1 5 states

in the eastern FFA region. The Mars
Hill team had previsouly won the right

to represent the state of Maine by

advancing through competition on the

local and state levels. The small gas

engines troubleshooting contest tests

students on their ability to diagnose

problems that prevent engine starting

and smooth operation, to start an engine

and adjust it for maximum performance,

to follow safety practices, to identify

engine parts and to demonstrate small

engine knowledge through a written

exam.

Fruitful Co-Op
The Talawanda, Ohio, Chapter or-

ganized its citrus fruit sale into a co-

operative. There are many agricultural

cooperative businesses in the Butler

County area and the FFA members will

(Continued on Page 60)
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KEEPING

AMERICA
ONTHE GROW
VOCATIONAL AGREUITURE & FFA

APERSONAL I

THEME KIT
FORYOU!
A personal theme kit has been

prepared especially for you! Yes,

you can be a part of the 1984

nationwide FFA public relations

campaign.

By using the items in your

personal theme kit, you can

show others that FFA members

nationwide are Keeping America

on the Grow!

THE PERSONAL THEME
KIT INCLUDES:

• T-Shirt
50% Cotton 50% Polyester

Sizes: XL, L, M and S

• Painters Cap
One size fits all

• Bumper Strip

• Ink Pen

• Pocket Notebook

• Litterbag

All of these items for

only $8.50

The price

includes shipping and

handling. Supplies

of the kits are

limited, so order today.

ORDER FORM UNIT PRICE QTY. SIZE FOR EACH KIT TOTAL

PERSONAL THEME KIT $8.50

A check or money order must
accompany your order. Cash should not

be sent through the mail. Allow 3-6

weeks for delivery. No COD orders are

accepted.

(please print with ink)

NAME

Sub Total

State Tax
(if applicable)

TOTAL ENCLOSED

National FFA Supply Service

P.O. Box 15160

Alexandria, Virginia 22309

ADDRESS.

CITY. STATE. ZIP.
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apply many of these co-op principles to

their own business. A constitution and
bylaws were written and a board of

directors elected.

Two members from each class were

elected to the board of directors with

Chris Dunkelberger as chairman and
Bev Niehaus as secretary. The board

was responsible for establishing prices,

patronage refunds rates and sales and
distribution policy.

Tracy Beckett was appointed manager
of the co-op and is responsible for the

day-to-day business of the co-op. Assis-

tant managers Julie Lindsey and Lisa

Sheard will be in charge of distribution

of the citrus fruit to the members. (Ron
Tilford, Reporter)

Campus Conflab
What type of leadership conference

would offer classes with such titles as

Six-Pack and On The Road Again?
These catchy titles were used at the third

annual leadership conference held at

Virginia Tech on September 30, 1983.

The conference was sponsored by the

Virginia Tech Agricultural Education
Society and was open to all Virginia

FFA chapters. The main goal of the

conference was to motivate young mem-
bers of the FFA to become more actively

involved.

Following the opening session, FFA
members attended leadership classes

taught by future agricultural educators.

These college students helped plan and

teach the leadership conference. The
Virginia Association officers also assisted

as teachers.

The teachers and state officers wanted
to offer interesting classes which would
attract young FFA members' attention.

For example, "Six-Pack" was a class

that taught the duties of the six chapter

officers and "On The Road Again"
emphasized traveling in the FFA. Having
the conference in Virginia led to "Vir-

ginia: Mother of Something Besides

Presidents." This was a class on the

history of FFA and Virginia's role in the

FFA's founding.

A second day was spent by the students

with a career program and tours of the

campus sponsored by the College of

Agriculture and Life Sciences Alumni.
That afternoon, many attended the

Virginia Tech-University of Louisville

football game. (John Hillison, Associate

Professor, Agricultural Education)

Squeezing Money Out Of
Apples

The third annual Eastmont, Washing-
ton, Chapter apple cider squeeze allowed

all vocational agriculture classes to chop.

grind, squeeze, get sticky and taste the

products of a good old fashioned cider

squeezing.

Approximately 2,000 pounds of

Winesap variety apples were used to

produce 1 20 gallons of fresh cider.

The cider was then sold at the home-
coming football game that evening.

(Robert Brown, Advisor)

300 pounds of hamburger for the noon
meal. (Julie Tockman, Editorial Assis-

tant, Soil Conservation Service)

— g% s -wr <

Top Level Support

New Mexico Governor Toney Anaya,

who was an active member of the Moriarty

FFA Chapter during his years in voca-

tional agriculture, purchased the grand
champion lamb at the New Mexico State

Fair from Cody Burson, Roswell-God-
dard FFA member for $33.50 a pound.
State Fair Queen Kevin Saunders from
Santa Fe is also shown. (Dan Ware,

Executive Secretary)

Tree Tests
Judging tree types, diameters and

existing timber volume are important

skills that foresters use daily. But, stu-

dents competing in the FFA woodland
judging contest in October near Ava,
Missouri, discovered these same skills

can be an essential part of land treatment

decisions and of farming in general.

About 70 students from 1 3 schools in

southwestern Missouri made up 23 teams

in the second forestry and woodland
field day. The woodland judging contest

in Missouri was created by the Soil

Conservation Service forestry committee
in 1982 to develop the interest of forest

management in students. Committee
members wanted a way to reach future

landowners, and they knew the FFA
members planned to develop a forestry

event for its 1985 national contest.

During the morning, contest partici-

pants identified trees and shrubs and
completed a zig-zag timber cruise. In the

afternoon the events turned to physical

competition in double and single bucking

logs, a post throw for distance, dot

splitting with axes and a tug-of-war.

The year's contest was held on the

Dale Cartwright/Bill Honeycutt farm
of 3,000 acres. They also provided some

After the judging competition, contes-

tants enjoyed tug-of-war and sawing

contests.

From Downtown To Down
On The Farm
The Greenwich, New York, FFA

recently helped to sponsor a day on a

farm program for "Fresh Air Children"

from New York City. Every year "Fresh

Air Children" from ages 9 to 14 visit

rural Washington County in upstate

New York for two weeks. This year the

Washington County dairy club, the

county extension service, agribusinesses

and the Greenwich FFA invited 150

children to spend a day on a local farm.

FFA also sponsored pony rides and
showed a Food For America movie.

(Jim McClay, Advisor)

Watermelon Kickoff

The Melrose, New Mexico, FFA
helped kick off Old Timers Days cele-

bration with a watermelon feed. The
chapter officers were introduced after

they performed the opening ceremonies.

President David Frazier gave the wel-

come, then 20 members and 60 guests

devoured approximately 400 pounds of

watermelon.

Afterwards, the members and parents

met at the ag shop to begin work on the

FFA float for the upcoming parade.

There were 1 5 bales of hay on the float

and several FFA members rode and
threw candy to spectators. The float

took third place. (Ryan Elliot, Reporter)
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A Tall Texas Tale
Way back in 1947 the dairy judging

team from Weatherford, Texas, won the

national dairy cattle judging contest

held in those days at Waterloo, Iowa.

Chapter advisor to that team was a

new teacher on the job, Sam Skiles.

Today, Sam Skiles is still advisor for

Weatherford FFA and was at this year's

national convention to receive chapter

recognition with chapter members.
Milford Meadows was a member of

that first team and in 1982, his son Keith

earned the American Farmer degree. At
the 1983 convention, son Tracy received

his degree. Brad is currently a member
of the chapter.

Long term support and involvement

of families are just an early clue to why
Weatherford FFA is often a superior

ranked chapter. Although no official

alumni affiliate is organized, former
members and parents are a backbone to

this chapter of 1 50.

That's why the chapter can manage to

continue to host an invitational high

school rodeo for students in north Texas.

They claim it's the oldest operated rodeo

in Texas still run by one group. The
rodeo draws 2,000-5,000 people a night

and about 40 contestants. Obviously a

rodeo takes lots of help from members
and former members and parents. The
chapter makes some money on the

project but the main motivation is fun.

Like most chapters this one is involved

in a variety ofjudging events and has an

on-going BOAC project. Other advisors

are Luther Fergason, Gary Ashlock and

Harold Skiles, Sam's son.

In 1972, the school purchased 24

acres for a farm just on the edge of town
not far from the school. The FFA has 12

acres in hay, has developed 3 acres as a

peach orchard and has built facilities for

members to house livestock.

A school greenhouse, 100-feet by 40-

feet, is located on the farm as well as two
classrooms to use for instruction on site.

One of the vo-ag instructors lives on the

farm in a home constructed by other

vocational students in building trades.

Brad Meadows and Advisor Skiles

checked the plantings in the town square

done by FFA when the community re-

landscaped the downtown.

Another BOAC project was conversion

of the old train station into a museum for

the community. It is across the street

from year-round farmers' market.

Feeds And Feeding
The Parkway, Ohio, freshman and

sophomore vo-ag students ran a feed

nutrition experiment in relation with

their animal science studies under the

direction of Dr. John Wills, feed con-

sultant, and Bill Clouse, their advisor.

Feed ingredients were discussed along

with their relation to feed nutrients, net

energy maintenance, net energy gain

and digestible energy. The importance

of protein supplied by ten essential

amino acids was stressed.

The class was divided into five teams
with ten Hubbard broiler chicks each.

Each team then mixed their own feed

ration, kept a record of feed consump-
tion, weekly weight gain in grams and
feed conversion. (Bryan Heindel, Reporter)

ACTION LINES
• Use official FFA stationery for

chapter officers.

• Order FFA wallet calendars for

the advisor.

• Build a picnic table for the school-

grounds.
• Add green plants to the ag class-

room.
• Give FFA litterbags to your non-
FFA pals to use in their cars.

• Organize an area in the vo-ag

department for members to work
on special notebooks.

• Have the advisor's pickup painted

.

• Take your folks with you to the

contest.

• Give blood.
• Put a renewed push on safety in

the shop.
• Send the superintendent to the

national convention with the

advisor and member delegates.

• Make a sign to identify the vo-ag

department inside the school. Shop
too.

• Challenge the alumni in a citrus

sales competition.

• Be sure your chapter says thank

you to the cooks for the banquet.

"V^y Hatching prizewinning

•iiriv'S
cnicks

-
ducks, turkeys,

imfl rf.
pheasants, goslings,

YEAR 9uineas - Free catalog.

RIDGWAY HATCHERIES, INC.
LaRue 22, OH 43332 61 4-499-21 63

YOURS FREE!
Western & Work Boot Catalog
BUY DIRECT & SAVE Loads of hard-to-find classic

styles at fantastic discounts FHEEI with first order,

European designed sunglasses ($15 value) Your order

rush-shipped same day received & carry our 100%

money-back guarantee Joseph Anthony (Dept. AI9)

277 E. Pine. Exalar. Calllornla 93221.

o
LLC

HAVE AN IDEA?
We submit ideas, inventions,

new products to industry

Call Toll Free 1-800-528-6050 Ext 831

Arizona 1-800-352-0458

O invention or write Kit # nff

marketing
incorporated^____am IMI 1982

701 Smithfield St

Pittsburgh. PA 15222

KEEPING

AMERICA
ON THE GROW

The Only

ONE-MAN

PORTABLE

SAWMILL Of ItsKind In The World!
If you need good, high-quality lumber, don t let

inflated lumber prices stop your important

building projects. The Foley-Belsaw goes right

to the trees and turns out smooth, true-cut lum-

ber, . . even beginners get excellent results.

Just one man (no crew needed) can easily cut

enough on weekends to save hundreds of

dollars over high lumberyard prices. For power

use tractor PTO or other low HP diesel or elec-

tric unit. Factory-direct selling keeps price low,

and convenient time payments may be
arranged.

Send for FREE BOOK! Just mail coupon below for

"How To Saw Lumber" booklet and complete facts

on the One-Man Sawmill. There is NO Obligation

and NO Salesman Will Call on you. Do It TODAY!

\1H1I."T/

Name

Address

City-State

Foley-Belsaw Co.

30331 Field Building

Kansas City. Mo. 641 11

Please send all facts and details in

your FREE BOOK '-How To Saw
Lumber". 1 understand there is No
Obligation and that No Salesman will

call on me.

Zip,

n

February-March, 1984 61



The

JokePage
Did you hear about the kidnapping?

Well, a low-down, nasty thief stole a

"Cabbage Patch" doll out of the back of

a lady's car. Then he left a note that said:

"Listen lady, ifyou tell anybody about
this, I'll turn this cabbagepatch dollie of
yours into 'Cole Slaw.'"

Mary Waldhauser
Loyal, Wisconsin

"How are you at doing homework?"

Mother mouse was watching her three

little mice play. Then out of nowhere a

cat jumped out at her.

The little mice said, "Help us, Mom."
So she thought for a moment, then she

started barking at the cat. And he ran.

Then the three mice asked, "Where
did you learn that?" And she said "//

alwayspays to know a second language.
"

Keyla Martin
Owensboro, Kentucky

Sign in a school zone: SLOW DOWN.
DON'T KILL A KID.

Underneath, in a childish scroll: WAIT
FOR A TEACHER.

Scott Hillen

I^eigh, Nebraska

The children were at camp and their

parents were having breakfast. "Gosh, I

miss them already, " the mother said.

"Me, too," the father replied. "Why
don't you knock my coffee over and rub
jam in my hair?"

Debbie Werner
Greensburg, Indiana

"Ifyou like to travel, " the manager of

the employment agency told the job

applicant, "I have a job open in Cali-

fornia. Can you pick lemons?"
"I sure can," was the grim reply. "I've

had five used cars in two months!"
Don Welsh

York, Pennsylvania

There once was a small Indian chief

named Shortcake and his wife named
Straw. One day Shortcake died and
another Indian chief asked Straw what
she was going to do with Shortcake.

Straw said sadly, "Straw bury Short-

cake.
"

Mike Wilson
Brownstown, Indiana

The minister of a local church was
walking down the street one day when
he recognized the town drunk unsteadily

ambling along.

"Drunk again!" remarked the minister

as they met.

"Me, too!" said the drunk, tipping his

hat.

Twila Ewing
Spencerville, Ohio

Woman driver to policeman: "Why
don'tyoupeople get organized? One day
you take away my license and now, the

very next day, you ask to see it.

"

Jackie Rohr
Mountain Home, Arkansas

Wife: "This reminds me of the days
when we were dating."

Husband: "We never played chess in

those days, Gladys.

"

Wife: "No, but even then it took you
two hours to make a move.

"

Nancy Navalta
Laupahoehoe, Hawaii

A farmer and his wife, having spent

the morning loading their pumpkin crop

into a truck, sat in the shade of an oak
tree to rest. The farmer fell to musing
upon the nature of things and said to his

wife, "You know, God made a mistake.

He put those big pumpkins on small

vines and tiny acorns on this big oak
tree. IfI were God, rdhaveput the small

fruit on smallplants and bigfruit on big

plants." Just then a squirrel scampered
through the oak tree overhead, sending

down a shower of acorns on their heads.

Whereupon, the farmer's wife turned to

him and said, "Lucky for us you're not

God!"
Lynette Howard

Snowflake, Arizona

Jethro was the most bashful boy in

the county, so his mother was astonished

when he told her he was going a-

courting.

He spent an hour getting ready and
left with a strange look in his eye, but he

was back in half-an-hour.

His mother asked, "How'd it go?"
"Fine," said Jethro.

"Did you see her?"

"Sure did," he chuckled. "And if I

hadn't ducked down behind the hedge,

she's have seen me, too.

"

Diane Ivey

St. Pauls, North Carolina

Charlie, the Greenhand

"Had to buy the tractor, too. Die dealer wouldn't break the set!
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Tony Lamas new bullhide styles an

"towbtfy tough" . O^ifh^^^uM^

PRCA bullrider Jerry Beagley

Shown left to right: Alhambra foro boot[ (stock #6973) with matching
children's, style (stock #1262). Rust glove belt f#S6509) with:

alhambra buljhida billet pieces. 1 1/2" greybulltjMe
straight-through belt (#87617), with matching buckle ~-

f
(#M7341G) and grey toro boot (stock #6975). " 5 • -

.
•

' fiuna\
Tony Lama Company, Inc. • 1137 Tony Lama St. «.EI Paso, Texas 79915. <**^ I



Could you get along
without the services of

your local CO-OP ?

Sure. One way or another. But
things wouldn't be the same.

Why not? Because the simple

device, of farmer ownership, has

revolutionized the business of farm
supply and marketing. And that

revolution affects you every day of

your life . . . whether or not you're

doing business with your local co-op.

Cooperatives brought competition

to the farm marketplace. They
provided a source of goods and
services with only one goal: to help

you, its owners, make a better living

from farming. This emphasis on
service brought other suppliers into

line.

That's why it's so important for

you to support your local co-op, to

keep it thriving and successful.

Your support will pay off two
ways: better service from your local,

and better service from the

companies it competes with.

That's what cooperatives are all

about.

COOP

At your service.


